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“Big Brother” Hovering
Over The Philippines
be somewhat sickening at the manipulation.
The U.S. “just happened” to have a dozen
RE: SECRET SOCIETIES. Jan van Helsing sophisticated aircraft enter and land near Manila
(for refueling). They had been on “joint exercises”
(EWERTVERLAG)
with the Philippines and were headed, so they
HATONN COMMENTS: In the Philippines there announced, to Okinawa. Know they are here
is a major move for the U.S. to be indispensable in all because of the hostages—because they made an
things falling apart and which, by the way, are announcement that they were NOT.
It is said they were to have refueled in
orchestrated by that Big Brother from upstart.
Mr. Pascual of The Philippine STAR has it right: Palawan (where the hostages were snatched) but
“Ask Ramos to explain the power mess.” It was flew to Manila so there would be no question of
through his doing in his administration that the mold participation in Palawan’s crisis. They have
was set and this is the outcome which is planned to get about 135 troops with them and nobody seems to
ever so much worse under the assumption that through know where they are TODAY.
new laws and “giving away” the production systems it
Number 2: The Philippines has stated that there are
will somehow magically clean up itself. No, it will FBI investigators, etc., IN THE AREA. THIS IS THE
NOT and it will render the nation totally helpless under SAME FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
THAT IS SUPPOSEDLY LIMITED TO THE
the newly presented plans for “assistance”.
As for the kidnappings (hostages taken) in U.S. AS TO ACTIVITIES. Oh, well.
There are, after all, a couple of people who are
Mindanao, the picture gets worse and worse and is so
obviously orchestrated by such as CIA, FBI, etc., as to Supposedly American citizens. Two are a married
couple who have been living in
FIRST-CLASS MAIL the Philippines for over a decade,
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are missionaries and say they are being treated well.
Now, nobody seems to be able to locate the group in
point, takers or taken, BUT there are interviews being
held over the phone—cell phones, of course.
There is also a notice to all U.S. citizens from the
U.S. that they (our team included) are NOT to travel.
The Secretary of Tourism, Mr. Gordon, is
petitioning for a news blackout so as not to
further injure the tourist business. I guess he
wishes to encourage more hostage-taking.
Well, I am here suggesting, E.J., that we go
directly to the source of such problems. Offer
Mr. Gordon a solution directly WITH DEED IN
PRESENTATION. Offer Sec. Comacho a solution
Deed to cover the problems with the Power
company—but do one or more also for the
Distribution Co., the Independent producers, etc.,
and make sure Mr. Pascual gets copied. We will
simply have to go public and that is going to
require the members of the Press who would
actually like to see the nation survive.
The hue and cry here is always to let the
(Continued on page 2)
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“foreigners” FIX things. Ok, let us make sure that the
“foreigners” have that opportunity—through the
FREEDOM of the citizens themselves with our backup.
OURS? YES, INDEED, JUST WHO DO
YOU THINK IS BEHIND GAIA? IT IS TIME
PEOPLE
BECAME
A
BIT
MORE
COMFORTABLE WITH THAT “FACT”.
We will continue right on with our information
flow—and people can make up their own minds
about possibilities. But the major thing I want to see
is information to those of the OIC (Organization of
Islamic Countries) upcoming.
These people have to do it, team, and I know
that is very difficult for you who feel so
responsible, but involvement in a nation’s business is
unacceptable for outsiders, including GOD. We
offer, we present and, yes, we can PROVIDE—but
the citizens must be THE ones who “DO”.
You have some good people who can now
confer and begin to present alternatives THROUGH
THE LEGAL CHANNELS. You have attorneys
in the picture and you need to stop all the delays
and investigations and carefully, WITHIN ALL
LAWS, “ACT”. THE ONES WITH THE
“PETITIONS” AND THE “NAME LISTS”
NEED TO COMBINE EFFORTS SO THAT
THERE IS A UNIFIED UNDERTAKING.
IF THERE IS NO ACTION IMMEDIATELY
FORTHCOMING, THE LIFEBLOOD OF THE
NATION WILL BE UNDER THE CONTROL OF
THE MANIPULATORS.
WHEN ALL THE
ENERGY, WATER AND LIFE-BLOOD OF THE
NATION IS GONE, IT IS THEN TOO LATE TO
SOLVE THE PROBLEMS—JUST SUFFER OVER
WHAT “MIGHT HAVE BEEN—IF!”
Please let us move on with the presentation in progress.
SECRET SOCIETIES AND THEIR POWER
IN THE 20TH CENTURY
By Jan van Helsing
[The copy of this remarkable book that has been
generously provided to CONTACT—with permission to
share as we see fit—is from Spain and will be run
unedited (excluding typographical errors and obvious
misspellings) sequentially, in parts as a continuing series,
in its entirety. For more extensive background information on
this book, refer to the first Segment of the series published
in the 5/23/01 issue of CONTACT on page 1; Segment 2
(5/30/01, page 1); Segment 3 (6/6/01, page 1); Segment 4
(6/13/01, page1); Segment 5 (6/20/01, page 1); Segment 6
(6/27/01, page 1); Segment 7 (7/4/01, page1); Segment 8
(7/11/01, page 1); Segment 9 (7/18/01, page1)]
[QUOTING SECRET SOCIETIES:]
(PART 24)
CHAPTER 54
WHAT ABOUT THE SERBS?
The developments around the campaign of
conquest the Serbs started in 1991 would not have been
possible without the backing by Moscow and by the
Bush administration. The U.S. deputy secretary of
state at the time, LAWRENCE EAGLEBURGER, a
prominent partner in the consulting firm

KISSINGER ASSOCIATES, together with another
Kiss Ass partner, LORD CARRINGTON, saw to it
that Belgrade got a free hand for ethnic cleansing
and genocide. At the same time mechanisms for
massive illegal money transfers to Belgrade were
set up to finance this campaign and to pay for
the import of arms, oil and other goods.
In the last two years private banks in Belgrade
surprised with interest offers of 15% per month for
foreign currency and of 200% for Dinar deposits, in
view of a yearly inflation rate of 2,000%.
Considering the massive unemployment and the large
number of people without income this interest offer
looked like a political trick to counteract the growing
discontent in the populace about the economic
hardships the war brought them. An observer said:
“Somebody is financing a covert welfare system.”
Some aspects of these practises came to light
when in March 1993 the Belgrade banker Jesdomir
Vasiljevic, the head of the JUGOSKANDIC BANK,
cleared off to Israel. The press disclosed that this
bank had almost 4 million accounts with deposits of
almost 2 billion US$. Where did these sums come
from? [H: DO WE REALLY NEED TO ASK?]
Before the war Yugoslavia had had a flourishing
tourist trade and an armaments industry
manufacturing mainly light arms for export, but after
the repayment of 14 billion US$ in foreign debt there
was not much left over. Tourism has since foundered
and the arms production is used in the war.
The Serbian government also profits from the
spoils from the conquered areas, but this, too, is
little compared to the actual need. Russian oil and
arms are delivered only against cash. Western oil,
e.g. from the MOBIL OIL refinery at Thessaloniki
in Greece enters the country at black market prices
that can be 400% above the market value.
With its role in the drug trade via the Balkan route,
Belgrade had got access to the off-shore money
laundering system, and this is where the source of the
funds is to be found. The growing activities by the
SERBIAN MAFIA steered from Belgrade in Western
Europe is surely another one. In Belgrade there is a
school for burglary which obviously is protected by the
secret services and whose graduates are posted all
over Europe where they hand the stolen goods to a
well-organized network of receivers. Yet it is
difficult to imagine that this money source should
suffice to meet the Serbian war bill, even
considering the growing importance of the Serbian
Mafia on the Western European drug market.
Clueless commentators had repeatedly compared
the practises by the JUGOSKANDIC and its most
important competitor, the DAFIMENT BANK, to the
usual investment swindlers who promise regular high
interest payments on real estate and other investments
to pull the money out of the people’s pocket.
But reality is different. It is not small Serbia that
is getting the funds out of the big shots on the
international hot money markets. The same powers
that gave the green light for the war also arranged the
financing. Serbia is not organizing this flow of funds;
it is its beneficiary. There are arrangements where
local banks in Belgrade or offshore channels have been
used—for a fee—to launder on a monthly basis part of
the cash income from the international drug trade.
Belgrade’s profits were not bad at all. Standard
interest for laundering is between 3 and 7%, but in view

of the enormous sums made in the world-wide drug
trade dealers can pay up to 30% without smarting.
Israel Kelman from Tel Aviv holds 25% of
the stock of Defina Milanovic’s DAFIMENT
BANK in Belgrade. The fact that Vasiljevic of
the JUGOSKANDIC cleared off to Israel points
to his key role in the war financing technique
inspired by Anglo-American interests.
In a similar way the U.S. banks had saved
themselves from bankruptcy by a massive infusion of
drug money in the 1982 Latin-American debt crisis.
This has little to do with a free-market economy.
According to German police sources it was learned
while investigating the Serbian Mafioso in Germany that
Belgrade did not offer any international police cooperation and therefore is probably an easier place to
launder money than Switzerland. Cyprus, a welldeveloped offshore banking centre, is the most
important operating base for the bankers of Belgrade.
The obviously successful financing of the war that
was effected by financial interests behind
EAGLEBURGER and CARRINGTON (Committee of
300) is not due to excessive secrecy, but to inactivity
by the West. After observing the activities of the
Belgrade banks for eighteen months, everyone including
the diplomats there knew that something was amiss.
It was known the banks were represented on
Cyprus. Nothing was done, although the UN
sanctions also included financial transfers to Serbia
with the exception of funds for medical and other
humanitarian purposes. Only in April of 1993 it was
admitted by the UN sanctions committee that one
had neglected to consult the Cypriot administration
about the Serbian banking connections. There
had been “too little concrete information”.
The banker Vasiljevic had spent fifteen to
twenty years abroad, predominantly in Australia and
was well-known for his dealings in the “war zones
of the Far East”, as the British Observer put it.
CHAPTER 55
THE PRESENT SITUATION
The Illuminati have the world in their grip, through
the international bankers together with the elite
societies mentioned and the empires built by them.
They are in the process of strengthening their
possession of this planet. Their main means of control
are the national debts. And then there is the
international police force to keep independent nations
like Libya and Iran at bay—the UN troops.
Because Libya is independent of international control
it remains a challenge for the new World Order.
MUAMMAR AL-QADDAFI is presented in the
media as a terrorist to justify aggression towards
Libya. Brainwashing once again!
GEORGE [H.W.] BUSH WAS ONE OF THE
BEST COLLABORATORS THE ILLUMINATI
EVER HAD, AND DUE TO HIS STRONG TIES
TO THE ILLEGAL DRUG TRADE HE WILL
HAVE TO GO ON UNTIL HIS LAST BREATH
(NO. 8 OF THE PROTOCOLS).
BUSH IS A FORMER CIA CHIEF,
FORMER CFR CHIEF, MEMBER OF THE
SKULL & BONES ORDER, MEMBER OF THE
TRILATERAL COMMISSION AND MEMBER
OF THE COMMITTEE OF 300.
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[H: OH, INDEED, THIS IS THE SAME
BUSH WHO WOULD BURY US AND THIS
GLOBAL ALLIANCE (GAIA) IF AT ALL
POSSIBLE—AND OF COURSE HE THINKS
HE CAN DO THAT WITHOUT DOING
MORE THAN JUST STONEWALLING. HE
DOES, HOWEVER, PERSONALLY KNOW
ME, CMDR. HATONN, AND I BELIEVE WE
HAVE A FAIRLY GOOD UNDERSTANDING
OF
HIS
OWN
LIMITATIONS
IN
ACCEPTABLE BEHAVIOR. PEOPLE, THESE
MANIPULATORS ARE DEPENDING ON YOU
TO BLOW ALL YOUR OWN CHANCES, AND
DIRECTLY SO THROUGH GREED AND
AVARICE ON YOUR OWN PART.]
His opponent in the 1992 presidential election,
BILL CLINTON, is a member of the CFR, of the
Bilderbergers and a life-long member of the Masonic
Order of De Molay. Since the early Eighties Clinton
is also a member of the Trilateral Commission. His
closest advisors with the best chances at leading
positions in the administration also come from the
Trilateral Commission: His foremost economic advisor
Felix Rohatyn from the New York banking house
Lazard Brothers, Paul Volcker, under Carter head of
the Federal Reserve Board, Robert Hormats from the
New York bank Goldman Sachs, and advisor for trade
Paul Stern and his advisor on foreign policy, Warren
Christopher. Also included in the closer team are
leading personalities of the CFR and the Brookings
Institute. The bankers Peter Petersen, Robert Rubin
and Roger Altman are the most important among them.
This means that both opponents are 100%
Illuminati collaborators and the U.S. citizens
were now called upon to choose between the
two. This strongly reminds us of elections of the
Socialist Unity Party in East Germany.
The same goes for Germany and its Chancellor:
Willy Brandt was a member of the Committee of 300
and of the Bilderbergers, Helmut Schmidt and Helmut
Kohl both are members of the Bilderbergers. Bjorn
Engholm is also with the Bilderbergers and with
DGAP, and if he had not stepped down he would have
been Kohl’s opponent in the Chancellor election.
The U.S. government is recognizing the UN charter
as “law of the world”. The founding of a One World
Government recognized by all nations of the
world is very near (see No. 9 of the Protocols).
The Russian coup, too, was a success. Boris
Yeltsin took over from Gorbachev. The so-called
breaking-up of the Soviet Union is actually just a namechange. The military apparatus has not only remained
the same, it actually became mightier than ever before.
One of the last deeds by Bush was a US$ 12 million
financial “injection” to enlarge the military machine.
Have you not noticed that despite the huge sums that
also Clinton is sending, the people are still starving? Do
you know what could be ameliorated with these sums?
But all goes to the arms production and the secret
services. According to the Vertrauliche Mitteilungen
(Confidential Reports) of October 12, 1003 [1993?],
arms exports by Russia have fallen by only 1.8 billion
dollars. That is only about 6% of the $26 billion
exports reached in the peak year 1986.
When the CIS (Commonwealth of
Independent States) will be united with the U.S.
Army in the UN troops people will believe that
the two largest super powers who for decades

had been enemies (in reality they never were)
would unite. Other nations will join voluntarily or
they will be coerced by the future world army.
Eduard Shevardnadze, former Georgian minister
for international affairs and major general of the
KGB involved in torture and political suppression, is
suddenly a close friend of U.S. Secretary of State
James Baker and was proposed by the mass
media, e.g. the New York Times, as secretary
general of the UN (That takes the biscuit!).
The IMF is increasingly becoming the driving
force in the local economies of the states of the
Commonwealth. Under its guidance the price of
petrol has risen from 4 Rubles to 30 Rubles a gallon
in April 1992. The congress of Russian deputies is
on the verge of protest against the IMF because
Russia is already in a miserable state.
As mentioned previously, the war in Yugoslavia is
also part of the scenario of the Illuminati. A “second
Near East” in the southern flank of Europe is wished
for, to prevent a possible Eurasian reordering. Should
Germany try to get out from under the control by the
Illuminati it could easily be stopped by an attack by the
Serbs. In the Greater Serbian propaganda Germany
has already been named the number one enemy.
To lend more credence to this I would like to
quote from the Vertrauliche Mitteilungen of
July 20, 1993:
“In the former Olympic Village in Pale, near
Sarajevo, an enigmatic British personality has been
allotted one of the nicest apartments next door
to the office of the Serbian leader KARADJIC.
We speak of SIR ALFRED SHERMAN.
“In Great Britain Sherman is known as the
‘inventor of Margaret Thatcher’. When the
Conservatives were in a crisis following the
departure of Edward Heath, it was Sherman who
proposed the subsequently very successful Prime
Minister as party leader.
Together with
Margaret Thatcher he founded the Centre for
Policy Studies. Mrs. Thatcher got Sherman
knighted—it is said out of gratefulness.
“Formally Sherman appeared in Pale as a PR
advisor to Karadjic. Actually the leader of the
Serbs co-ordinates all his political moves with
Sherman. Local observers say that not a day goes
by without Karadjic and Sherman conferring.”
The BILDERBERGERS are one of the mightiest
organizations of internationalists who work towards a
One World Government, and they keep so secret
that some members of the Bundestag still maintain
that they do not exist, whether this be pig-headed
ignorance or active covering-up notwithstanding.
In May 1973, at the meeting in Salsjobaden in
Sweden (estate owned by the Swedish bankers
family Wallenberg) 84 participants aimed at restoring
the dwindling predominance of the Anglo-American
financial interests and to return to them the control
of the world-wide financial transactions. To this
end they reverted to the well-tried oil weapon and
decided to raise the price by 400%, to support the
U.S. currency with the petro-dollars, which is just
what happened. (Spotlight)
It is perhaps interesting to note that the organizer
of the Saltsjobaden meeting was ROBERT D.
MURPHY. He has an interesting past history: Robert
D. Murphy as consul general of the U.S. had met
Hitler for the first time in 1922 and had sent a very
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favourable report to Washington about the meeting
and Hitler’s capabilities. The same Murphy worked
in 1944 as political advisor to the U.S. government
for Germany and in 1945 as political advisor at
the U.S. military government in Germany.
In 1988 the meeting was held in Telfz near
Innsbruck, Austria, and German Chancellor
Helmut Kohl was attending.
From June 6 to 9, 1990 the Bilderbergers met in
Baden-Baden, Germany. One of the topics was the
Marshall plan that proposed a 100 billion dollar
assistance to the CIA and in return demanded that the
CIS states adopt the free-market rules. Here it was
also decided for Saddam to invade Kuwait.
The last meeting I know about was held on May
20, 1992, at the Hotel Ermitage in Evian, France. The
main topic at this meeting was the Agenda 2000, the
world government planned for the year 2000.
As you can see, this subject is very topical, even
if outwardly it does not appear to be so.
I would like to interject here that WILLY
BRANDT, the deceased Jewish ex-chancellor, a
member of the Bilderbergers and of the Committee
of 300 had written a book called Nord-Sud, ein
Uberlebensprogramm (North-South, a Programme
for Survival), where he describes a world
government by the UN (by the year 2000). And it
is also interesting to note that the UN-banner has
the same colours as the banner of Israel!
Remember, the Illuminati speak in symbols!
The ANTI-DEFAMATION LEAGUE (ADL)
by the B’NAI B’RITH is a non-accredited foreign
agency for Israel, who in the last years has leveled
many charges against researchers, especially against
Spotlight. It collaborates with the SCOTTISH
RITE OF FREEMASONRY, which could explain
why they are such strong supporters of the Albert
Pike memorial and so strongly opposed to economic
scientist and repeated presidential candidate
Lyndon LaRouche. From January 29, 1989
LaRouche was a political prisoner in Minnesota after
having been sentenced to 15 years imprisonment in a
judicial scandal staged by the American
establishment. He was however freed in 1994.
In the eyes of the Illuminati LaRouche had become
a very awkward adversary since he discovered and laid
open the entanglements between the establishment,
the Ku Klux Klan, the ADL, the B’nai B’rith, the
Scottish Rite, the CFR, the Trilateral Commission... etc.
From the large-scale propaganda by the ADL
against LaRouche most know him as a right-wing
extremist, although he is the main advocate for the
removal of Albert Pike’s statue in Washington.
Gary Allen writes:
“One major reason for the historical blackout
on the role of the international bankers in political
history is that the Rothschilds were Jewish.
Anti-Semites have played into the hands of the
conspiracy by trying to portray the entire
conspiracy as Jewish. Nothing could be farther
from the truth. The traditionally Anglo-Saxon J.P.
Morgan and Rockefeller international banking
institutions have played a key role in the
conspiracy. But there is no denying the importance
of the Rothschilds and their satellites.
However, it is just as unreasonable and
immoral to blame all Jews for the crimes of the
Rothschilds as it is to hold all Baptists
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accountable for the crimes of the Rockefellers.
“The Jewish members of the conspiracy have
used an organization called the Anti-Defamation
League as an instrument to try to convince
everyone that any mention of the Rothschilds
or their allies is an attack on all Jews. In this
way they have stifled almost all honest
scholarship on international bankers and
made the subject taboo within universities.
“Any individual or book exploring this subject
is immediately attacked by hundreds of ADL
communities all over the country. The ADL has
never let truth or logic interfere with its highly
professional smear jobs. Actually, nobody has a
right to be more angry at the Rothschild clique
than their fellow Jews. The Warburgs, part of the
Rothschild empire, helped finance Adolf Hitler...”
(None Dare Call It Conspiracy)
Here we should also look at JAPAN. For many
experts Japan is the country that is best prepared for
the global changes of the next century brought about by
technology. The fact that Japanese managers are
represented in the TRILATERAL COMMISSION
does not mean that Japan is 100% infiltrated. The
Japanese elite itself is very strongly interlaced with
secret lodges that the Anglo-American multinationals so
far have only had very limited influence on the
Japanese economy. This is expressed very clearly in
the book The Japan that Can Say NO by SONY boss
AKIO MORITA and the leading Japanese politician
SHINTARO ISHIHARA. The book intended only
for the Japanese has quite an explosive power.
It characterizes America as the unloved friend, as a
racist country and it hints at Japan planning to retaliate
for the capitulation conditions forced upon it.
The authors describe the U.S. from a Japanese
viewpoint as a tottering, rotting, dying colossus,
mortally wounded under its star-spangled banner
serving as a shroud. According to them Japan has
de facto forced the American economic system to
capitulate. Ishihara and Morita openly state in their
book what hitherto Japanese businessmen only dared
voice in private circles and on the quiet:
“During the Second World War the U.S. air
force bombarded civil targets in Germany, but
only on Japan which was ready to capitulate atom
bombs were dropped for testing reasons. This
was a terrible case of racism.”
This enforces statements by some leading
Japanese personalities that destruction of the
American economy was targeted as retaliation
for Hiroshima and Nagasaki. It was said:
“Japan is at war with the U.S. We will
conquer America economically and retaliate for the
loss of face in the Pacific caused to us by the U.S.!
(C.O.D.E. No. 2, February 1990).
[H: And, just what do you think they are
about NOW?]
According to an article in the Wall Street Journal
in September 1991 almost one third of the world’s 100
largest banks and four of five leading insurance
companies are Japanese. A large portion of New
Zealand real estate, most hotels and big companies
on the Australian east coast and a large part of
Canadian forest belong to the Japanese. Just
how far the Japanese are actually controlled and
used by the Illuminati the future will show.
A further organization that presents an outward

picture at variance with what it actually goes on is
the USAID. According to Anton Chaitkin and
Jessica Primack in A Strategy of Tension USAID
not only serves as a traditional cover for spy
operations by the CIA, but it is also largely
responsible for Anglo-American interventions in all
parts of the world. There is for instance a USAID
programme with a 300 million dollars budget for birth
control in third world countries whose main mission
is the sterilisation of the coloured population.
Another personality of international influence is
French president FRANCOIS MITTERAND who is
grand master of the Grand Orient Masonic lodge.
This is the largest lodge of France. He is also a
member of the Committee of 300.
On the subject of Freemasons and also of
Church Christians I would like to state here that
perhaps 90% of the members of these
organizations are used by the elites and have not
an inkling of what happens in the upper echelons.
The same goes for the Lions Club, the Rotary
Club (Rotary International was founded in 1905
by the high degree Mason Paul Harris on behalf
of the B’nai B’rith lodge in Chicago. Lions
International was founded by the B’nai B’rith in
Chicago in 1917. See C.O.D.E. 1/88)
In the lower degrees of the hierarchy these
organizations are much into social work and present
really good programmes. The normal Freemason or
Church Christian are normal people trying to give their
presence a positive impulse to daily life. At least most
try hard to give that impressions (what can be seen
in Northern Ireland by the Christians killing each
other off). What goes on with a person becomes
often only evident after prolonged observation.
“By their fruits ye shall know them.”
In principle though one can say that the
higher in the pyramid (hierarchy) you climb, to
where the real secrets are kept, the more one
finds the opposite of the beginning grades.
Jacob Schiff was a high member of the B’nai
B’rith and the secret director behind the
Bolshevik revolution.
Franklin D. Roosevelt, Grand Master of
Freemasons, had during his tenure started so many
programmes, but he was also the man who pulled the
U.S. into the Second World War and helped plan the
attack on Pearl Harbor. It was also he who conspired
in “three great meetings” with Churchill and
Stalin to sell Eastern Europe to the communists.
As you can see, secrecy is a very effective
and often used instrument.
[END OF QUOTING CHAPTER 55, Part 24]
***
The next chapter deals with George Soros and
that connection with the Rothschild cabal, so let us
finish this and have a rest before doing that portion.
I cannot stress strongly enough the importance
of this summary of information, readers. You really
can’t do much if you have no idea of what, actually,
is wrong and who is “doing it to you”.
Even knowing about such important things as pulse
systems, HAARP manipulations, etc., is of little value
if you don’t know WHO is behind the atrocities come
upon you. Just going to war against an invisible
enemy is useless, for you will always hit the wrong
party—for it is PLANNED TO BE THAT WAY.
Keep that “possibility mind” open and I further

suggest you get your hands on as many Phoenix
Journals as are available and if you have read them
once—do it again and STUDY THEM WELL.
The time is at hand to take some kinds of action
as you get informed—and they will neither be violent
nor without the laws of God and, frankly, nor the
laws of man and/or nations. But you must start
undoing that which has been done according to the
plans as outlaid to you—to take the WORLD.—GCH
Dharma
5/30/01—#2 (14-287)
RE: SECRET SOCIETIES. Jan van Helsing
(EWERTVERLAG)
[QUOTING SECRET SOCIETIES:]
(PART 25)
CHAPTER 56
GEORGE SOROS AND
THE ROTHSCHILD CONNECTION
Who was George Soros?
[H: Better yet: Who IS this man? Meet
one of the most prominent of the players in
your downfall. He very much “was” but he also
IS and did, in fact, wreck the economy of
Southeast Asia in very short order. He is a
top player in such as Bilderbergers and all the
other controlling groups while doing nothing
“illegal”. But then no one can do anything illegal
if you and your colleagues make the laws.]
The now sixty-four year old Hungarian with a U.S.
passport is the super star amidst the great speculators.
When the last Forbes list of the best-paid managers and
financiers was published, Soros was in the lead by a
huge margin. In the last year he earned 550 million
US$, twenty times as much as the Disney boss. When
Soros opens the hunt, the international money markets
get moving and the reserve banks start worrying. In
September 1993 he succeeded over the Bank of
England. He was certain that the bank would have to
take the pound that came under pressure out of the
European exchange mechanism and devalue it. He
gambled ten billion US$—with success. He made one
billion US$ which the British taxpayers now have to
come up with. He himself openly likes to be known as
the man who wants to influence the big money markets
of the world. This is a very unusual stance for an
investor to take, who should rather be interested in
using situations unobservedly that the competitors have
not yet discovered. In March 1993 Soros’ activities
became known when he predicted a rise in the price
of gold. It is assumed—since this started a buying
spree in precious metals—that this drove the price up
20% over the highest price since the Gulf War. In the
beginning of June 1993 he wrote an open letter to the
business editor of the London Times, Anatole Kaletsky,
announcing that he intended to urge the money markets
to sell large amounts of German government bonds in
favour of French stocks. Which means: Down with the
German mark and attack on the Bundesbank!
In several newspapers across the world Soros is
praised as a kind of Robin Hood of the Computer
Age since by speculation he takes from the rich
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nations in grand style to hand out to Eastern Europe
and Russia via several Soros Foundations, to prepare
the way for “democracy” in those “poor” countries
that had been bled dry by Communism.
Who then is Soros? the official story says that he
was born in 1930 to Jewish parents and as a teenager
had been chased from Budapest by the Nazis. He
enrolled at the London School of Economics and in the
mid-50’s came to the U.S. There he was magically
drawn to Wall Street, but his career until 1969 was
rather unspectacular. Then with a partner he took
over an investment fund. He sold stocks he didn’t
own as futures, hoping that their price would fall
nearer the qualifying date and that he could acquire
them at a price lower than his selling price.
From this fund the Quantum Group evolved, a
family of investment funds operating from the Dutch
West Indies. Quantum is one of the most
impressive “investment machines” in the world. In
eight of the last twenty-four years it made an
“official” profit of over 50%, in two of those years
even over 100%. In the meantime Soros handed
business over to a group of managers and limits
himself to designing the “great campaigns”. He put
down his principles in the book The Alchemy of
Finance, where he says what “financial speculators
think is more important than real economic facts”.
But this is but the picture the media—and we know
who owns them—paint of him. Who is he in reality?
William Engdahl knows this to say about him:
“Soros speculates on the world’s financial
markets via his secret off-shore company
Quantum Fund NV, a private Investment fund
that handles a portfolio of four to seven billion
US$ for several “clients”. The Quantum Fund is
registered in the tax haven of the Netherlands
Antilles in the Caribbean. In order to evade
control of his financial activities by the U.S.
administration not a single U.S. citizen sits on the
board of Quantum. Its directors are a curious
mixture of Swiss and Italian financiers.
“Soros has been identified as a front man of the
Anglo-French Rothschild banking group.
Understandably neither he nor the Rothschilds want this
important fact to be public, so the tight links to his
friends in the London ‘City’, in the British foreign
ministry, in the state of Israel and to his mighty friends
in the American Establishment would stay concealed.”
Among the members of the board of the Quantum
Fund is one Richard Katz. He is at the same time
head of the Rothschild Italia S.p.A. in Milan and is
also on the board of the commercial bank N.M.
Rothschild & Sons in London. Another member of the
board is Nils O. Taube. He is a partner in the London
investment group St. James’ Place Capital which
counts Lord Rothschild among its main partners. A
frequent partner of Soros in several of his
speculations—especially in the driving up of the gold
quotation—is Sir James Goldsmith, a relative of the
Rothschild dynasty. On the board of Quantum we also
find the heads of some highly “discreet” Swiss private
banks (who help the syndicates of organised crime—
weapons and drugs—to launder their money). Then
there is Edgar D. de Picciotto, head of the Geneva
private bank CBI-TDB Union Bancaire Privee, a main
player on the gold and investment markets, Isidoro
Albertini, head of the Milan stockbroking company
Albertini & Co., Beat Notz of the private bank Banque

Worms at Geneva, Alberto Foglia, head of the Banca
del Ceresio at Lugano. In the course of the recent
political corruption scandals in Italy it was found that
several Italian politicians kept their money at the Banca
del Ceresio. Apparently Soros had more than just
insider knowledge about the weak points in Italian
politics when he attacked the lira in September 1994.
William Engdahl explains: “Soros’ connection to the
ultra-secret international finance circles of the
Rothschilds is not just an ordinary or accidental banking
connection. The extraordinary success Soros has on
the high-risk financial markets cannot simply be
explained with “gambler’s luck”. Soros has access to
the “insider track” of the world’s most important
information channels, both government and private.
Ever since the Second World War the Rothschild
family tried to disseminate an aura of insignificance
about themselves. But behind this [is] one of the
mightiest and most obscure financial groups of the
world. The Rothschilds spend a lot of money to
cultivate the picture of a wealthy aristocratic family
leading a quiet life where one loves French wines
and another engages in charitable trusts.
To experts on the “City” N.M. Rothschild & Sons
is most influential in the faction of the British secret
service establishment closely linked with the neo-liberal
Thatcher wing of the Tory party. In the 80s
N.M. Rothschild & Sons made several billion US$
from the privatization of British state-owned
industries they conducted for Mrs. Thatcher.
The Rothschild bank is also at the centre of world gold
trade: In this bank the gold price is fixed twice a day
by the five most influential gold trading banks.
But N.M. Rothschild & Sons is also entangled in
some very dirty secret service operations dealing
with drugs vs. arms. Because of its good relations
to the highest places in the British secret services
the Rothschilds succeeded in preventing that their
complicity with one of the worst illegal secret
service networks, the BCCI (Bank of Credit and
Commerce International) was never mentioned. In
reality the Rothschild bank belonged to the inner
circle of these international money laundering banks
of the CIA and MI6 that financed in the 70s and
80s CIA projects like the Contras in Nicaragua.
[H: Please a brief interruption on the topic of
BCCI and GEORGE BUSH, Russell Herman,
V.K. Durham, et al.: One day Mr. George Bush
needed a Herman signature on a document which
would also include that of V.K. Durham. He called
and reached V.K. who asked “What the Hell” did
he want? In the conversation the names got a bit
worse and finally the question was asked as to
where Mr. Bush was at the time. He said he was
sitting at his desk in “MY BANK—BCCI”.
This was strange since in being President it was
hardly “kosher” to have a bank, etc. The
signatures were not forthcoming and that
shortened Mr. Herman’s life-span by quite a bit.
I will also note that we personally wrote to
Mr. George Soros within the past three years
when Mr. Soros was weeping and wailing about
the damage having been done to Southeastern
Asia through his antics, and thus and so. We
offered to share with him in exchange for
participating in bringing back stability to the area.
Son-of-a-gun, you know what? He declined!
JUST AS HAS MR. BUSH, ET AL.
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Gee whiz, and they want to help so much—
they say. At the present time George W. Bush
Jr. and Secretary of State (U.S. of course)
Colin Powell addressed the Council of the
Americas—the group of financiers and
corporate Elite behind the drive to expand
NAFTA into a continental trading bloc. This is
being well orchestrated by Bilderbergers such
as David Rockefeller with the string-pulling.
My goodness, readers, there is so much to share
and so little time, I think the saying goes.]
William Engdahl: “Was steckt hinter den
Wahrungskriegen des George Soros?” (What is
behind the currency wars of George Soros?),
EIRNA-Studie “Derivate—Die finanzielle
Wasserstoffbombe der 90er Jahre” (Derivatives—
The Financial Hydrogen Bomb of the 90s).
[H: Oh, by the way, the whole intent of this
large American bloc which will eat up everyone in
reach is to place everything under the “dollar”.
You know that “dollar” which has NO VALUE,
NO BACKING AND NO OPPOSITION!]
The influential chairman of the banking commission
in the U.S. House of Representatives, Henry Gonzales,
chided the Bush and Reagan administrations for
refusing to prosecute the BCCI. In addition the
Department of Justice repeatedly declined to cooperate in the Congressional investigations into the
BCCI scandal and the closely linked scandal of the
Banca Nazionale del Lavoro (BNL). This bank had
made billions of dollars from loans that Bush had
granted the Iraqi government shortly before the Gulf
War. [H: CHOKE, CHOKE, CHOKE—AND
FROM WHERE DID BUSH GET THE FUNDS?
WOW, COULD IT BE: BONUS 3392-181? As a
matter of fact, Bush and Saddam had at least one
JOINT ACCOUNT with around $250 billion in its
little account. When will you wake up, chelas?]
Gonzales said that the Bush administration
had had a Department of Justice which he
thought “the most corrupt, most unbelievably
corrupt Department of Justice that I have ever
experienced during my 32 years in Congress”.
[H: And, yes, indeed, we did try to get Mr.
Gonzales involved—but we suppose he chose
to simply stay alive a bit longer.]
After the BCCI had been openly accused in the
media for transgression of several laws, the New
York prosecuting attorney Henry Morgenthau
announced official charges against the BCCI.
Morgenthau accused the BCCI of “the biggest
banking fraud of the financial world. The BCCI
during its nineteen year history operated as a
corrupt criminal organization.”
One of the directors of the BCCI, the SaudiArabian Sheikh Kamal Adham, had been the
head of the Saudi secret service during the time
Bush headed the CIA.
[H: I don’t want you to go away under the
perspective that we somehow got no cooperation.
WE DID! Our people found out how to deal with
the Big Boys and even work out agreements—
which we certainly followed to the letter of the
instructions. Mostly in exchange for not naming
the advisors. Among those contacts were some
very high-level players who asked to not be
identified. I don’t mean just “little boys”; I mean
players on an international level of the big loop.]
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Not a single Western newspaper has so far
uncovered the fact that the Rothschild group linked
with George Soros was at the hub of the vast illegal
network of the BCCI. The key person in these
activities was Dr. Alfred Hartmann, the managing
director of the Swiss branch of the BCCI (Banque
de Commerce et de Placement SA), head of the
Zurich Rothschild Bank AG and the member of the
board of N.M. Rothschild & Sons in London. He
was also on the board of the Swiss branch of the
Italian BNL and was vice-chairman of the N.Y.
Inter Maritime Bank in Geneva. A friendly former
secret service man who had worked on the Soros
case disclosed that in September 1993 Soros had
amassed—together with a mighty group of “silent
partners”—a fortune in excess of 10 billion dollars
to use as a lever to unhinge the European
currencies.
AMONG THE PARTNERS
APPARENTLY WERE THE LITTLE KNOWN
METAL AND OIL DEALER MARC RICH [H:
Now where have we heard about Mr. Rich
lately, attached to Mr. Billy Clinton possibly?]
AND THE ISRAELI ARMS DEALER SHAUL
EISENBERG. For decades Eisenberg has been
working for the Israeli secret service and has
important arms deals in all of Asia and in the
near East. A third partner of Soros is Rafi Eytan
who before was the Mossad connection to the
British secret service in London.
Basically George Soros is another tool for
economic and political warfare in the hands of the
Rothschilds. He is among those circles who three
years ago started a malicious “Fourth Reich”
campaign against the reunited Germany; Soros is
very anti-German. In his 1991 autobiography
Underwriting Democracy Soros warned of the
danger that a reunited Germany could disturb the
(power) balance in Europe. It is easy to see how
the situation that existed between the wars could
come up again. A reunited Germany becomes the
strongest economic power and develops Eastern
Europe as its habitat... “a terrible witches’ brew”.
His U.S. contacts put Soros very close to the
financial and secret service circles around George
Bush. His most important deposit bank and the main
lender during attack on the European monetary system
in September 1993 was CITICORP, America’s largest
bank. Soros called upon the international investors to
unhinge the Deutsche Mark. When in late 1989 a
reunification became probable, a high-ranking Citicorp
manager who before had been advisor in the Dukakis
campaign said: “German unity will be catastrophic for
our interests. We have to take action to ensure a
decline of the Deutsche Mark by about 30% so that
Germany will not be able to build up Eastern Germany
to become the economic factor with a new Europe.”
According to his associates Soros has “an
incredible ego”. He described how during the war
in occupied Hungary he could not have survived as
Jew, so he had taken on a second identity. What he
did not say, however, was that he let a man shield
him from persecution who did wealthy Jews out of
their possessions, and that Soros lent him a hand.
This is how he “survived” the war, leaving
Budapest only two years after it had ended.
Although he himself and the Jewish-owned media
are quick in attacking all his opponents, especially in
Eastern Europe, as anti-Semitic, his Jewishness is

based on parts of the Talmud rather than on his links
with Jewish religion or the Jewish people.
Outwardly Soros supports a whole spate of social
activities, like “peace concerts” with Joan Baez, stipends
in Oxford for young Eastern Europeans, etc.
But reality presents a different picture.
Soros is personally responsible for the chaos the
“shock therapy” caused in Eastern Europe after
1989. He foisted ludicrous draconian measures
upon the weak governments there, which enabled
him to buy up resources in wide parts of Eastern
Europe and [at] rock bottom prices.
Take Poland as an example:
At the end of 1989 Soros organized a secret
meeting between the Communist regime of
Rakowski with the leaders of the then illegal
opposition union organization Solidarnosc. The
plan he presented to both sides was as follows:
· The Communists should let the opposition
Solidarnosc take over the government to win the
confidence of the people.
· Then the state should deliberately drive its
own state industries and agricultural businesses to
ruin by applying astronomical interest rates, by
withholding the necessary state loans and by lumbering
the companies with debt they could never repay.
· Then Soros would get his rich international
business friends to come to Poland and buy up
the now privatized state companies.
The most recent example is the huge steel company
Huta Warsawa which today, so steel experts say,
would cost about 3 to 4 billion US$ to build if it was
built by Western companies. A few months ago the
Polish government agreed to take over the “debts” of
Huta Warsawa and to sell the company now free of
debts for 30 million US$ to the Milan company
Lucchini. [H: That’s the way it works, chelas.]
To instigate his plan Soros used a young friend, the
Polish-Jewish economic advisor Jeffrey Sachs who
however could not begin his advisory work in Poland
because so far he could only show advisory work he
did in Bolivia. So Soros set up another one of his
many foundations, the Stefan Batory Foundation
which then in turn was the official client for the
advisory work of Sachs in Poland (1989/90).
In Soros’ own words he has worked or still works
with the main advisor of Lech Walesa, Bronislaw
Geremek, with General Jaruzelski, Professor
Trzeciakowski, a secret advisor to the new Polish
minister for finance and economy Leszec Balcerowicz,
and with the latter himself. Soros admits that he had
known that his economic “shock therapy” in Poland
would lead to severe unemployment, to the closing of
factories and to social tensions. That is why he insisted
that Solidarnosc take over the government.
Through his foundation he could approach the
most important opinion makers in the media, like
Adam Michnik, and his collaboration with the
U.S. embassy in Warsaw enable him to censor
the media which proceeded one-sidedly to support
his “shock therapy” and opposed any criticism.
What do you say now? Isn’t that the old
Talmud-Illuminati strategy?
Russia and the CIS states:
Soros led a delegation to Russia, where he had
been collaborating with Raissa Gorbacheva since the
80s, to set up a further Soros foundation, The
Cultural Initiative Foundation. This is a further
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vehicle for him and his Western cronies to enter
the highest political echelons tax-free and proceed
to “buy” the most important political and
economic personalities of the country.
After a failed attempt with Gorbachev 1988 to
1991 he changed over to the circles around Yeltsin.
And again it was Soros who introduced his “shock
therapy” aided and abetted by his friend Jeffrey Sachs.
From January 2, 1992 onwards Sachs’ “shock
therapy” brought an unprecedented chaos and a
foreseeable hyper-inflation to Russia which was
followed by the best scientific research institutes fleeing
to the West. Under the Soros plan Igor Gajdar and the
Yeltsin government shortened subsidies to industry and
agriculture drastically, despite all of economy being a
state economy. The goal announced was a deficit-free
budget within three months. There were no more
loans for industry; the companies accrued astronomical
debts and the ruble inflation went out of control.
Soros and his friends immediately profited from the
situation. MARC RICH, THE WORLD’S LARGEST
ALUMINUM DEALER, STARTED TO BUY UP A
LOT OF RUSSIAN ALUMINUM AT INCREDIBLY
LOW PRICES WITH WHICH IN 1993 HE
PROCEEDED TO FLOOD THE MARKET IN THE
INDUSTRIALIZED COUNTRIES AND THUS
CAUSED THE PRICE FOR ALUMINUM TO
PLUMMET BY 30%. This is just one example of the
Soros exploitation.
[H: How many of you STILL think Bill
Clinton just accidentally pardoned poor old
suffering Marc Rich?]
Hungary:
When Istvan Csurka, parliamentarian of the
national-socialist opposition tried to protest the
destruction of the Hungarian economy by the
strategies of Soros and his friends, he was
branded an “anti-Semite” and in June was
excluded from the governing Democratic Forum.
Yugoslavia:
At the beginning of 1990 Soros—in
cooperation with the IMF—in what was then still
Yugoslavia put down the gauntlet for what then
escalated into a war. Soros is also a friend of the
then deputy secretary of state Lawrence
Eagleburger, the former ambassador to Belgrade
and patron of Slobodan Milosevic. Eagleburger was
formerly chairman of Kissinger Associates on
whose board Lord Carrington (Committee of 300
member) also sits. The latter’s mediations have
directly fuelled the Serbian aggression against the
Croats and the Bosnians. Today Soros has
foundations in Bosnia, Croatia, Slovenia and a
Yugoslav Soros Foundation in Belgrade/Serbia.
In Croatia he uses funds from his foundation to
hire influential journalists or to discredit opponents
of his “shock therapy” as anti-Semites or neo-Nazis.
(From the EIRNA study “Derivatives”)
You see how helpful it was for the Jewry to
have introduced the term “anti-Semitism”?
[END OF QUOTING CHAPTER 56, Part 25]
***
How long do YOU think it takes to change a
world, reader? Then please, don’t be too impatient
or hard on the crew doing the front-line march.
It has been a somewhat painful journey at best.
Good evening, GCH
dharma
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Doris’ Corner
7/14/01—#1 (14-332)
By Doris & E.J. Ekker
RE: MESSAGE LOUD AND CLEAR, YOU
GUYS CAN GO BACK TO SLEEP IF YOU WISH
BUT PLEASE DON’T
GUILT LEVEL DOWN A BIT TODAY
We got another lesson on ABDICATION of the
“we” kind and I am grateful, I suppose, that the teacher
knows this student better than I know myself.
I take everything PERSONALLY and as if
somehow I am not carrying my load, my trip, my
baggage, or my responsibilities very well. I tend to,
forgive me, take on everyone’s “trip”. I simply don’t
know what else to do. I have had a past which brings
with it today the fact that if you didn’t take on all of
it, whatever it might be, it would not be done,
accomplished or whatever the goal results might be. I
know a whole bunch of people in that same “fix”.
So, when I am drooping and there are
questions flowing about my portion or
responsibilities, I jump through the highest hoop
available, especially if it be ablaze.
My biggest “dump site” comes with any
contradiction or seemingly incorrect information
which may flow from this keyboard for, yes, I DO
know that if it is received objectionably by anyone
I will get something like Rick Martin stated about
several things: “It looks like Doris is having a
tantrum...”. I have a very strong tendency to not
want to send some of the writings because I just don’t
want to hear it. I don’t want anyone(s) to find need
to explain, defend or find discomfort in anything.
I have to face my own GUILT in every instance,
friends, and to you who are NOT friends, rejoice.
I am, yes, wounded but stronger. I can’t tell you
how actually relieved I was to not have to do “bread”,
spelta or otherwise, because I had no facilities. I can
go further and actually admit in embarrassment that I
did not want even one more job—especially a Spelta
project. I further have to admit that from Manila I
couldn’t make anyone go over and check the electric
flow to the confounded flourmill in Tehachapi.
I found myself weeping, literally, over the
shutdown of SPOTLIGHT and actually felt like I
would welcome a shutdown of CONTACT.
My only “outings” back in Tehachapi in those
latter years before this trip was to go to COURT—
somewhere. I actually welcomed a court hearing in
Carson City—because I love Carson City and the
drive was always beautiful, even in the snow.
After 14 years of writing one to four times a
day, for HOURS, I simply get to the point of I
don’t care anymore, I am tired, put upon and
totally fed-up with this job.
Worse, I don’t WANT to save anything and
certainly I am totally tired of FIGHTING to save
anything no matter how tiny or insignificant.
Hours upon hours are spent here with people
who have grown so dependent on us as to never

have even a quiet lunch anymore. Some of the
people want to get ahead a bit so they can move
into this building so they would “always be
available”. Cmdr. says “No way. Been there and
done that and it was a disaster!” We are able to
use this place because “they” are NOT here.
I confess that this is not my idea(l) of
spending our final few years.
Then, I shake my head and realize that it is
EXACTLY THE WAY WE HAVE CHOSEN TO
SPEND OUR FINAL FEW YEARS. EXACTLY!!
What I then next realize that it is the frustration
over not moving on MY schedule and having to
go through the disappointments from outright lies
to inability to produce because a typhoon has
destroyed half of the Philippines.
As of last night everything on hold was claimed
to be clearing enough to continue and there seems
to be some backup to indicate that there is a
possibility “for next week...”—as is always the case,
either next week, next Tuesday, tomorrow and
“sorry I missed my appointment and forgot to call
you” to “Let’s do a joint venture—you put up the
money and I’ll go find some gold...”. Laugh now,
it gets that ridiculous—again, just yesterday!
U.S. head of all military operations in this part of
the world, Adm. Blair, is staying just across the street
from us at the Intercontinental Hotel. Blair doesn’t
scare me—the fact that he is not popular with anyone
over here frightens the daylights out of me.
This morning there was a “parade” of the most
“hog” motorcycles I have ever seen. It went past
our place then turned right to show-and-tell by the
Intercontinental Hotel and it looked like
something I would expect from “Mad Max”. We
don’t know a thing about it but it didn’t sit well
on the ends of already frazzled nerves exposed to
the oncoming monsoon right now as lightning
struck within this block and the thunder sounded
like it was in the computer in front of me.
E.J. and I both stopped and he asked me what I
was writing that would get such a zapping and
instantaneous reaction from the heavens. I owned up
that I was trying to get out of the bread business but,
instantly, as I have done before, I told God I didn’t
mean it, really. I also instantly agreed to make bread,
take a hammer and pound spelt grain, write until my
nubbies were more nubbed and said I wouldn’t
complain again. HE knew that was a lie and rumbled
again in exasperation with “If not you—WHO?” If you
don’t want to do it, do you actually think others want
to do the chores? Well, no, I’m pretty sure that
NOBODY wants to do the chores, including me.
I do have some insight on quitting, however, GOD
WILL LET YOU! HE will not, however, spare you
an iota of GUILT-tripping at the moment or afterward.
I am very torn, friends, over such as Admiral Blair
being here in behalf of the United States. I AM A
CITIZEN OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AND I WOULD FIGHT TO THE BLOODY END
FOR THAT RIGHT AND THAT “PRIVILEGE”. I
DON’T EVEN HATE THE NEW WORLD ORDER—
NOT EVEN A GEORGE H.W. BUSH, SR. OR JR.
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AND ZIONISM IS NOT JUDAISM. I “HATE”
WHAT HAS COME TO BE IN OUR WORLD
AND THAT DOES INCLUDE THE U.S.A.
HOWEVER, THE MOST HURT I HAVE
EVER EXPERIENCED HAS BEEN FROM
THOSE WHO CLAIMED TO BE PATRIOTS,
FRIENDS AND ACTUAL PARTNERS.
GEORGE BUSH HAS NEVER DONE
ANYTHING TO ME EXCEPT INFER THAT
THOSE EKKERS SHOULD BE READY TO
RETIRE AND GO FISHING. I AM, I AM!
I don’t want you people who do share with us to
think us to be some kind of polly-goodie-two-shoes.
WE SERVE GOD and in that service we do that
which we can in honor, integrity and truth—no more.
We have not been asked to JUDGE or participate in
political anything—and we are prevented from doing, or
attempting to do, anything FOR ANYONE.
The first thing we did when participating with
“Grandma” was to go directly to George Bush Sr.
and the entire bunch in Washington with Jr.,
immediately. We went to the Treasury as well,
along with the Fed. Reserve, Greenspan
personally, and the IMF and World Bank.
Bush responded through Commander Al
Martin, that “I am not ready to deal at this
time!” Well, we all heard it.
We were, however, offered by a Treasury Dept.
honcho $250M to make the problem “go away”.
There was no way to make anything go away any
more than we can make it “go away” now or ever.
The contract was entered, registered and recorded.
Besides, we all know to whom it really belongs.
I really can’t understand even though I KNOW
why, the powers-that-be are so all-fired nasty. It
seems to me that this one positive thing on this globe
is good for them as well as for the rest of us little
slaves. I realize, of course, the answer to that is that
the higher up the ladder, the less the players think of
THEMSELVES as being SLAVES—but ARE!
Whatever the answers might be, we have the
BEST guidance system. We can whine, complain, and
beat ourselves up over the job at hand but it doesn’t do
anything but make us unhappy in the moment. I know,
and I hope you know, WE WILL STAY THIS
COURSE UNTIL THE COURSE IS REMOVED OR
WE ARE. We have experienced enough here in these
years to KNOW we have the real thing and are
backed totally by the RIGHT REAL THING.
Nothing will happen to us if I refuse to make
spelt bread and frankly, nothing will happen to us
if we just turn in our tickets and call it quits.
I would guess that certainly Mark could produce
a paper a week for the next fifteen years at least
without even missing old Doris. After a while
perhaps even “Dharma” might well not be missed.
Now, is it just “goodness” that keeps us keeping
on? Of course not. We have to make this THING
work because we have everything we have and are
lying on this lifeboat. And, as long as my guide/teacher
has faith in me, I can certainly keep hitting alphabet
keys. And, friends, some of the things coming out of
this keyboard would blow your minds, for they certainly
blow mine. Cmdr. never gets us in trouble with some
ridiculous fortune-telling but has provided step by step
the very things and people we have needed—without
exception. It is NEVER fast enough for us but in
looking back we not only see it but are in awe of it.
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We are told that this needs to bear fruit in the
Philippines. Certainly, considering all things as a whole,
it does actually make logical sense. If there were to
be a 51st state to the U.S., it would be a grab for the
Philippines. ALTHOUGH, the U.S. DOES NOT
want the RESPONSIBILITY of what is left of the
Philippines, only a right to use it as a bombing base, etc.
Certainly, there will be no effort to “save” the
Philippines as it is today. There will be token
efforts involved with the hostage-takers and thus
and so, and little token loans—but that is all, as the
Nation itself sinks deeper and deeper into the muck.
Unfortunately, the U.S. itself as a Nation no longer
controls itself. It is hook, line and now the sinker, into
total bankruptcy to that very New World Order
Banking Cartel. That is to the tune of trillions upon
trillions of dollars. Is anyone brave enough in the
government to break away and cut those bindings?
Well, Bush COULD but it isn’t likely, is it? On the
other hand, the Bushes KNOW there is an
alternative—but will they simply continue to preserve
their own CONTROLLERS’ interests to keep from
uncovering their own prior indiscretions?
Where does Sir Henry Kissinger fit into this ragtag operation? Well, he and his plunderers are right on
the spot here in Southeast Asia stirring the pot. Is he
doing this for the U.S. or for Mr. Bush? Perish the
thought! GOD KNOWS THE END OF THE ROAD,
NOT WE. I don’t even know the name of the street
that runs to the rear of this hotel building. I don’t even
know what to call this place, for it is not exactly a
“hotel”—although it is used that way but all the rooms
we have seen except the “just overnight” rooms have
a little kitchen with a stove with oven (which does not
work) and a refrigerator of varying grades of “pretty
bad”. In our place there is a stainless steel sink in the
kitchen which, in fact, is quite nice with mixed tile
floors (mixed because of age and abuse) and with
marble counters. This is not the run-of-the-mill room.
Most of the kitchens are very definitely with
chipped sinks of the 1930’s variety and that ilk. We
very definitely have an “apartment”. We don’t
know much about the rest of the hotel except that
it all needs completely redoing and upgrading. Not
likely the way it is and again there are rumblings
about the “end” coming in or around December.
We had to have larger facilities, since we
seem to do more business than the hotel. So, we
had to have more space plus ability, NOW, to
have a phone if we can ever get a line, etc.
The Coffee Shop crew got us four OLD stored
small tables which act as pedestals for plywood
slabs, the largest of which I covered with two
matching shower curtains (dark green) with winecolored trim. That is the computer base. The other
is on the opposite wall and it is covered with
corner-to-corner papers. Everything else in the
room, on furniture, in closet, under tables, you name
it, is filled with papers, papers and for goodness
sakes, more papers. The thought of moving this
time is more than I can even contemplate.
E.J. says I will go to any lengths to not have to
move, even stay in Manila. Well, probably so, for in
the moves back home I would have ended up in a
puddle—for I could hardly get through those moves
even being in Manila. I guess we would have struggled
against the storm had we been there and yet I am now
confident, GOD DOES KNOW BEST. We ARE

DOING what we need to do and not back there
arguing over the petunias. When we get this done, as
we are continually told, we can get more petunias—
THIS OPPORTUNITY WILL COME ONLY ONCE!
No one would have benefited from us rushing
back to tend assumed circumstances and Federal
raids which probably would have shut us down. We
have this job to do and there is not even discussion
about that fact. Here, doing THIS job is where we
are at, FOR ALL OF US. And, indeed, if it needs
be, I’ll make bread as long as I have the mix with
which to do so. I think God is trying to tell us that
we CAN, if we have to, live on bread and water?
Just being in THIS place is proof enough that
“upstairs” had a finger in the pie. We would never
have even known to choose this place. It suffices
for our living needs, is large so as not to feel like you
are in a bathroom banging your head to get out.
Being on the top floor, there are glassed-in balcony
areas BUT, one end is filled with sparrows all the time
and the coolers are in those areas, so outside is “out”
basically. It is never nice enough in Manila on the
Ayala Avenue side of this place to consider being
out or about more than absolutely necessary.
What I guess I’m trying to say is that the building
itself could be redone and basically be a “Home Office
Base, Manila” when that time comes and would also
present a nice place for visitors, business “rotations” or
whatever we Phoenix fledglings need to do. It has
allowed us everything we “must have” to get our job
done with ability to get across the street for e-mail,
groceries, etc., at THIS end of the mall itself.
Certainly, we have not yet missed having a car, for
it would be insane to drive over here—and we
aren’t allowed away from right here anyway.
If we ever get to tour anywhere, I’m sure
the most fun way will be to just get a tour bus
and guide. Of course, remember, foreigners are
told to not come over here at all. Right now the
Abus have sent out their warnings that they are
in the market for some new U.S. hostages.
It is also a place where kidnappings and
murder are the run of the mill—even here in this
“upscale” business center. One very important
person you will have heard of, a Mr. Dacer, was
kidnapped along with his driver, within blocks of
us. Both were taken and killed and then burned.
Another game these “killers” have going is to dump
a person in a barrel and fill it with cement. The body
of course, still alive at onset of the cementing. Then,
of course, is the going way of doing-in down South
called “beheading” wherein the head is severed at the
neck with the body put in one place and the head in
another. It is absolutely amazing how difficult it is to
identify a body with no head—or find a barrel of body
and cement in the bottom of a river or at the foot of
a dam. I wish I could say this is unusual but
unfortunately it gets more and more “usual”.
Oh, well, the other place looming before us is
Papua New Guinea where there is the tribe of
native citizens who eat their kin when they die,
assisted or otherwise, and spread “mad cow
disease” whatever the human version is called.
Then come the tourist ads, just like in the U.S. for
the Rose Parade in Pasadena. That only happens on
New Year’s Day but so what, it is a big draw in the
ads. The ads make it look truly like Paradise here.
The only problem is that the ads don’t seem to mention
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the kidnappings from the most modern resorts on a
rather regular basis. They don’t tell you that you will
find NO BATHROOMS on your treks to anywhere.
And, when you find them you will immediately wish
you hadn’t. You go anywhere, even across the street,
with a half-roll of toilet paper and handi-wipes of the
anti-bacterial type in your pocket or purse. It is,
however, all you DARE take in your pocket or purse.
Yes, I am writing this because we are continually
asked about it and mostly by “family” because they
worry. We tend our business, following the regulations,
meet our visa extensions on time and without, frankly,
fuss over the inconvenience. We are treated grandly
everywhere we go, even to the market. The manager
seeks us out and it is hug-time. Our little people here
at this hotel get together to see how to make sure
nothing happens “bad” to us and, yes, that may be
because, barring total shut down, we intend to help the
employees buy this building, rebuild it and we will lease
from them. Change must start at home—and this is
home. We will be able one of these days to do that—
and by doing that we can have offices here as a
permanent type of base and we will have ability to
keep the laundry service, room services, kitchen
(restaurant), etc., for the convenience of those using the
facilities. It wouldn’t cost as much as having
extravagant offices in extravagant buildings elsewhere.
We personally do our own laundry. Sheets,
towels and that sort of thing are with the hotel
and thus “they” do that along with keeping the
rooms “cleaned”.
Never mind the term
“cleaned”—but the intent is excellent and we
don’t leave much room around to “clean”.
I saw advertised a few times—and got—one of
those hand “Miracle Wash” things that runs on arm
power, but it is wondrous for this purpose for us. As
I said, we do our own laundry because the service
(well, you pay dearly for it) destroys the clothes after
the second go-through and whatever they use as
detergent, or probably the water itself, broke E.J. out
in head-to-toe itch-rash. In other words, back to
the cave days sans modern appliances. The water
supply or heaters couldn’t handle the load anyway.
This is not complaint time, so don’t misunderstand.
This is a wonderful place for us—if you have to be
over here. We love the place and we love the people
RIGHT HERE. Christmas is especially pretty and
cozy with a huge tree in the lobby (which is actually
just a nice sitting area perhaps the size of a double,
large living room. The beams are visible in the
ceiling so they are draped with greens and baubles
to match the tree. And here it is July and time,
already I suppose, to put up those things again.
All of the furniture in the lobby and everywhere
is “rattan” and needs replacing. Everybody and
thing is holding on as best they can until some
“magic” happens to afford repairs and upgrading.
One of the MAJOR hotels recently
announced a total revamping program in
anticipation of the upsurge of business activities
in this area. The week later it was OFF because
they couldn’t get a loan against such a foolish
expectation. Now, friends, when that happens to
be THE hotel in the whole city, you have a really
big problem with future “investments”, and such.
Do WE doubt getting this accomplished? NO,
NEVER. That is not ever at issue—only “when”.
Perhaps we had to experience it in order to
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understand and I don’t even have to leave my room
to now understand. I can’t believe even the New
World Order considered this kind of national
calamity to be very helpful to their cause. Even
those nerds need water in the faucets, power in
the lines—and for goodness sakes, something to
eat in their fancy dining rooms. Or maybe they
feast only on power and control and enjoy watching
the people gladiate before them in their misery.
No, I do NOT want to fix it, for I cannot.
And growing Spelta? Well, if we get this part of the
job done, we can probably bring the Dingmans over
to deal in Spelta growing. To get to there means
we will also have funds to bring in equipment for
the job—and certainly, willing hands just waiting to
serve and build anyway they can are waiting
right here and right now. Right now, however, it
might demand “hazard pay” but that too will go
away when potential changes for these people.
I am following along with whatever Larry King
Live has to offer on the Congressman from Modesto
and the missing “intern” in Washington, D.C. Sad?
Well, I don’t know because over here several girls a
month are snatched right at their schools and
disappeared. Some are held for ransom, most are sent
off into the “White slavery” rings. So what of
Congressman Condit and Miss Levy? I have no
comment other than THAT IS WHERE WE ARE
AND WHAT WE HAVE COME TO BE.
So, I say to myself that I should be home attending
my babies, only to realize that I can’t tend any such
thing. I can’t even change it there—what I do here
may very well, however, change a lot of things for all
of us, including those babies of mine and yours.
This may well include my Willie, Tillie, Billie, Rosey
and Ringo. And if you think I am trying to whistle
in the dark to shore up my courage—RIGHT!
Please laugh with me, or even at me, but please
don’t tell me I am “alone in this feeling”.
I am interrupted here; after being expected since
morning, the people are here to plug in and hopefully
make work, the new printer equipment.
This is E.J. to finish-off four hours later. The new
printer experience is typical of all of our computer
experiences. Part of it works on the first try. The rest
will have to wait until next week for more a senior
programmer to get the Brother Printer to talk to our
Compaq laptop. In the meantime, we are no worse off
than before with the expectation that, especially if we
can get a direct telephone line installed, we will be
much better able to communicate—e-mail and fax from
here instead of going to the place across the street.
The street crossing is a challenge. It is nine lanes wide
and the light, when operating, is barely long enough to
cross four lanes. There is a little narrow island, usually
filled with trapped pedestrians, waiting for a break in
the traffic to get on across. What usually happens is,
when enough people get on the island, they all gang up
and force the traffic to stop. About as frequent, and
a lot safer, is when the whole street is grid-locked and
the pedestrians just weave their way among the cars.
Doris made mention above of the improvement
expected in the weather. We were expecting
some gold to be brought in about three weeks
ago but the typhoons messed up the roads—and
the people can’t get to where it is stashed.
Maybe this week will see a break-through.
Love to all from the EEs.
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Police-State Tactics
7/11/01—#2 (14-329)
UPDATE ON TOPICAL SUBJECTS
Hatonn—I know you are a bit hooked on Papua
New Guinea and, yes, we have more “dragging feet”
material but I need to not lose focus on the
Philippines when we get perspectives from dependable
but “other” outside sources. Therefore, I want to
share observations from EIR from late May.
First, I want you to not only be aware that
SPOTLIGHT has been shut down it seems. I will also
note that even EIR, an expensive publication magazine,
is running behind in deliveries due to lack of funding.
It is very difficult to buck the power-people
and in addition, people get removed from the
information flow—and it is amazing how quickly
the very desire to know truth fades into the ethers.
As you read the following information you may
well begin to better see the problems our team is
up against every minute of every day. Also, it can
be noted how little help we receive from anyone,
even these closing publications.
LaRouche has opened, or established, an office here
in Manila but it is very difficult on the face of it to
determine if that is good or negative for us. Things have
changed greatly from the days I asked to contact those
people. We do not intend to lose any control over this
project. These “leaders” of the level of LaRouche can’t
see anything beyond his own projections. Good for
him—but he won’t prevail in that egotistical mode. My
own input is that he has been pretty much “neutralized”
as to value or as to damage to the adversary.
This is a good article, however, and I ask to share it.
[QUOTING EIR, May 25, 2001, pg. 60,
“International”:]
BUSH ADMINISTRATION BACKS
POLICE-STATE MEASURES IN THE PHILIPPINES
By Michael Billington
In January, reading from the same U.S.-authored
script used to overthrow Philippines President Ferdinand
Marcos in 1986, the Filipino financial oligarchy, the press,
and the appropriately named Cardinal Sin, orchestrated
mass “middle-class” demonstrations in Manila against the
popularly elected government of President Joseph
Estrada. The “anti-corruption” demonstrations provided
a cover for a military coup, placing Vice President Gloria
Macapagal-Arroyo in the Presidency. Behind the
overthrow was former President GEN. FIDEL RAMOS,
who had also served as Washington’s tool in the
operation to overthrow the Marcos regime in 1986
and, at the end of his own Presidential term in
1998, had attempted unsuccessfully to change the
Constitution to allow himself another term.
Then, in April, after deposed President Estrada was
placed under arrest, hundreds of thousands of Filipinos,
mostly from the poorest layers of society, mounted huge
demonstrations in support of Estrada and against the
unconstitutional January coup. On May 1, thousands of

demonstrators marched on the Presidential Palace,
demanding Estrada’s release from incarceration.
The January events were described by the U.S.
government and press as “democracy in action”, while
those in April and May have been characterized as an
insurrectionary plot, supposedly justifying the declaration
of a “State of Rebellion” by President Macapagal-Arroyo
and the arrest without warrants of the leading
opposition figures, including three members of the
Senate and other Senatorial candidates, even though
the election was only days away, on May 14.
How can such police-state actions be defended
under the guise of “democracy”? This hypocrisy is
evident to all, and is haunting Macapagal-Arroyo and
her backers. The uprising against the Ramos/
Macapagal-Arroyo junta has been dubbed “EDSA
III”—for Epiphany of the Saints Avenue, which
commemorates the independence movement against
Spain in the 19th Century, and is the site which served
as the gathering point for the 1985 demonstrations
against Marcos, as well as the January demonstrations
against Estrada (EDSA II), and now the
demonstrations defending Estrada and the Constitution
(EDSA III). The brutal military crackdown on EDSA
III killed six and injured more than 100. President
Macapagal-Arroyo, on the day of the crackdown,
speaking with the cocksure attitude of a little Hitler,
told an emissary of Estrada: “Take your best shot.
Come here now, strike now, so I can crush you.”
[H: Yes, sure did. Thus far this is as good a
general write-up as we have seen.] She warned
the demonstrators she would “beat them to a pulp.
Even the enemies of the state did not realize that this
wisp of a girl can be tough.” She told the press that
she had modeled herself on Britain’s “Iron Lady”,
former Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher.
Opposition leader Juan Ponce Enrile and former
Ambassador to the United States Ernesto Maceda
were taken into custody, while nine others were
ordered arrested. Two of those targeted for arrest,
Sen. Gregorio “Gringo” Honasan, a longtime opponent
of Ramos and his circles, and former Police Chief
Panfilo Lacson, went into hiding. Sources in the
Philippines indicate that these two have good reason
to fear for their lives. The new Police [Intelligence]
Chief, Reynaldo Barroya [H: Just “transferred” out
of that position yesterday.], was once successfully
prosecuted, under Estrada’s direction (as head of an
anti-crime task force during the Ramos
Administration), for complicity with the gangs that
were kidnapping Chinese-Filipinos for ransom. Ramos
later released Barroya from prison, just as Estrada
was mounting his campaign for the Presidency.
However, just days before the May 14 election,
under widespread accusation that she had
subverted the elections by jailing her opponents,
Macapagal-Arroyo lifted the “State of Rebellion”, and
announced a “safe conduct” for the fugitives to come
out of hiding, to campaign without fear of arrest.
As the “offer” may not have been enforced by
Police Chief Barroya, it was not accepted.
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Nonetheless, as of May 16, based on unofficial
results coming in from the May 14 elections, all three of
the Senatorial candidates charged with rebellion have been
re-elected, along with the election of Estrada’s wife,
Luisa Ejercito. Although official results will not be in for
several days, the attempt by Macapagal-Arroyo to gain
a “clean sweep” in the elections, in order to legitimize
the police-state measures, has been defeated. A more
contrite President has now changed her tune, pleading:
“Let’s be united again. It’s time for healing.” Asked
if that included the opposition leaders who face
charges of rebellion, she said, “I’ll pray on that.”
What most frightens the President and her
controllers, foreign and domestic, was expressed in a
May 4 column in the Manilla Times by Herman Tiu
Laurel (who often carries reports from EIR), entitled
“The Situation Is Excellent”: “EDSA III brought us a
truly historic moment, and the country will never be
the same again. Overnight, the nation realized:
Philippine democracy has become a myth, the freedom
and integrity of the mainstream press and media is a
lie; the Catholic Church is of the rich and not of the
poor... The military institutions are in a quandary.
They have generals who kowtowed to a minority and
withdrew support from the constitutionally established
order, only to stake claims to juicy posts.
Turncoat military officers and suspected rogue police
officers are ensconced in positions of information and
power. Civil liberties are threatened with warrant-less
arrests. The Left is thrown into confusion as its
popular symbols are defending the RAMOS-GMA
[Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo] fascist regime from the
masses.” [H: I suggest that the ones in Manila
re-study this information.]
Just as the idiocy and recklessness of the Bush
Administration is forcing populations and political
leaders around the world to re-examine their
acceptance of Anglo-American dictates, so also the
Philippine population is beginning to show that they
can only be pushed so far. It is increasingly apparent
that the nation has lost much of its sovereignty, that
decisions affecting the welfare of the nation are being made
in Washington—at the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
headquarters, the State Department, or the White House.
Was it mere coincidence that General Ramos was
visiting with Bush Administration officials in
Washington during EDSA III, while longtime ally of
former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger and
“Philippines handler” Hank Greenberg of AIG was
having tea with Macapagal-Arroyo in the Palace?
The policy of the Bush Administration toward
Asia is a tired re-run of “divide and conquer”
tactics. Blundering forward with destabilizations
and the “confrontation of China” policy espoused
by Administration fanatics around Paul Wolfowitz
and Richard Armitage, Asian nations are being told,
directly or indirectly, that they must “take sides” on
the manufactured U.S.-China conflict. Australia
has already sided with the United States, offering
up its territory for the deployment of the
provocative National Missile Defense being pushed
by the Bush team. Those who resist such Cold
War tactics are liable to get the Indonesia
treatment, where the IMF has suspended support,
while Western governments and the press are using
the economic crisis to further aggravate ethnic,
religious, and separatist tensions.

In the Philippines, the Ramos/Arroyo regime is rushing
to implement the IMF program for selling off national
industries to foreign bidders, privatizing the electric power
grid, and otherwise sacrificing the general welfare to the
gods of globalization. On China, the new National Security
Adviser to Macapagal-Arroyo, Roilo Golez, a longtime
collaborator of knee-jerk conservative U.S. Rep. Dana
Rohrbacher (R-Calif.), is orchestrating provocations
against China over the contested Spratley Islands. Golez
has reversed Manila’s policy of engagement with
China followed by the Estrada regime, declaring China
to be “too close for comfort” and a strategic threat.
The extensive “Left” in the Philippines has been left in
a quandary by the police-state measures taken against EDSA
III, as expressed by Walden Bello of the Focus on the
Global South, a guru of the non-governmental organizations.
He reported in a column in the Philippines Inquirer that he
had heeded Macapagal-Arroyo’s appeal to call out his forces
to defend her against the mob, but was most uncomfortable
about the fact “that we, supposedly a mass party for the
masses, were ranged against masses mobilized by almost
millenarian fervor.” As to the Catholic Church under the
direction of Cardinal Sin, Bello admitted: “Recent events
underlined how badly out of synch it is with the vast
masses of Filipinos. Indeed, along with President Arroyo
and former Presidents Cory Aquino and Fidel Ramos,
Cardinal Jaime Sin was one of the principal figures of the
so-called EDSA III’s rogues’ gallery,” Bello concluded: “The
traditional elite in this country is notorious for its lack of a
truly enlightened faction, and with much of the political
counter-elite consolidated around Estrada’s bankrupt populism,
a Filipino Franklin D. Roosevelt simply is not in the cards.”
Ironically, there is in fact a growing movement in the
Philippines in the tradition of FDR—that of the LaRouche
Society of the Philippines, named after Lyndon H.
LaRouche, Jr., the founding editor of EIR and a
Democratic U.S. Presidential pre-candidate for 2004.
LaRouche’s economic, political, and cultural ideas are
spreading in the Philippines, supported by a weekly radio
show in Manila, hosted by Herman Tiu Laurel, which
interviews LaRouche or one of his associates from EIR
each week. LaRouche has warned that the sovereignty of
the nation, like that of many nations around the world
today, has been subverted through foreign controls over the
economy, and increasingly over the political process itself.
To regain the nation’s sovereignty, Philippine leaders
must move outside the controlled local environment,
to join with the emerging alliance of Eurasian nations,
as represented at the historic Schiller Institute
conference in Bad Schwalbach, Germany on May 46, to build a new world financial system and launch
the development of the Eurasian continent as a whole.
The Philippines, as a nation itself shaped in part by
the policies of FDR, and as the only Catholic nation in
Asia, has a particularly crucial role to play in bringing
about that new world economic order. The role of Pope
John Paul II over the past weeks, in his mission of peace
to Greece and Syria, “in the footsteps of the Apostle
Paul”, and in his defense of the “the common good”
against the ravages of globalization, are in stark
contrast to the policies of political intrigue and
collaboration with the financial oligarchy carried out
by Cardinal Sin. The policies of LaRouche, in
conjunction with those of the Pope, provide the global
framework for the people of the Philippines to regain
their sovereignty and save their national heritage.
[END OF QUOTING]
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Your question, first of all, is to ask if I concur
with the very last sentence above. As a matter of
fact, in this context I certainly do in both instances.
You might well come back at me with “but one is
totally a religion and the other is iffy at best.” Well, isn’t
everything “iffy”—and you need help to get to the right
parties to help get this to the people who CAN DO
SOMETHING. For instance, through this article Ekkers
can know they need to get in touch pronto with several
people named herein. A few will simply be a recall
circumstance. Herman Tiu Laurel will, however, be well
recognized by several people now in ongoing cooperation.
The enemy of my friend may well not become my best
friend, but I can certainly assume some measure of
assistance when it serves both very well.
As to the Pope of the Roman Catholic Church. The
facts are that we have several parties approaching the
“Vatican” and who supposedly, in turn, asked for different
sized documents—now also supposedly long on their way.
The point here is: THE PHILIPPINES IS
CONSIDERED A ROMAN CATHOLIC NATION! The
people are already now at odds with Cardinal Sin because
of his political (and Communist) affiliations but he still
runs the show. The alternatives in and around this area
are interesting, indeed—one being El Shaddai, and Jesuits.
Most of the Muslims are in Southern Mindanao. A lot
of the people are INDIGENOUS AND DISLIKE EVERY
ONE OF THE INVADERS. THEY CERTAINLY,
HOWEVER, DETEST THE ROMAN CATHOLICS.
NICE WORLD YOU HAVE BUILT, CHELAS.
The Congress is just about to be inducted and let us see
how it shakes out as to “fall-out” from the political mess.
I will tell you right off here that things which were
to have been delivered last Fall, WERE NOT and now
we have to start again, from outside the loop so to speak.
However, we don’t start from “scratch” anymore.
Let us get all the help we can garner—even if we don’t
agree with the parties as individuals. We actually need to
abort the next “coup” and destabilization underway here.
We don’t “DO” or interfere or even insert ourselves—
but we recall some old acquaintances and circumvent
others who have gone to sleep with the enemy.
It is truly recognized that we need to get information
to these nations of the region in a serious way—but that
is going to require someone who CAN DO IT. WE
CANNOT! WE ARE UNDER FULL SURVEILLANCE
AND SOMEBODY ELSE HAS TO “CARRY THE MAIL”.
Not surprisingly, the connections through Mr.
Laurel could open a lot of doors through people
who have already walked through them at least
once. Check it out, however, through Manila and
some of the other contacts you have established.
Go right on forward with the collateral-location
project, for we intend to remove all arguments as they
rear their heads. Let other things unfold timely, please.
I can’t imagine that someone couldn’t get within the
inner sanctum of Indonesia, the closest neighbor as well
as getting some support, even if from LaRouche, in
Malaysia. Believe me, team, the Bad Boyz of the ’Hood
do not want us in any way associated with LaRouche
because of the Kissinger Associates Association.
All the more reason to establish said cooperation.
That “New Silk Road” needs to be established
across Asia and we need Allies. We need to start that
Association (alliance) so that we can move on.
This is quite a short writing (for us) but it is
important, indeed. Thank you for your attention.
GCH
dharma
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SPOTLIGHT’S Closing
Snuffs A Major Light
7/12/01—#1 (14-330)
CHARITY BEGINS AT HOME!
Hatonn—If you practice such charity as might be
considered an “assumed” responsibility while failing to
meet your agreements and commitments AT HOME, you
err, my friends.
When you overlook “family” in paying preference to
others outside that loop, you are making grave mistakes. When
the family is always the one to be caused to make contributions,
even if it be in time usurped for another cause or person, you
are extending your priorities to “others” and sorely neglecting
your own responsibilities. IF YOU DO NOT DEFEND YOUR
OWN, YOU WILL “NOT” DEFEND RIGHTEOUSNESS.
IT SIMPLY IS THE WAY IT EVOLVES.
Can I use examples? Yes, but when we use
personal examples we are called “dark”—and if I
reproach anyone for better consideration of personal facts
and perceptions, we always end up with some feeling
personal affront and then usually seriously flawed
perspectives result.
I find that it becomes more and more difficult to
suggest things which “I” find necessary to take another
step into laying projects and I get more and more
responses as to why it can’t be done.
I can use an example that shouldn’t hurt anyone’s
feelings: I asked for a bread machine for the use here in
Manila to have SPELT samples to share with some of
our agricultural “partners” before they get the land and
go fill it with unsuitable plants.
A while back we did get a bread machine sent to us
which was obviously broken for several years. Then a
second one was pirated for a belt which now renders the
second machine useless. The machine is now in a shop
somewhere, totally useless while a belt didn’t fix it nor
does the Philippines have parts for same.
So, Dharma smiled and said enough is enough, we
can’t AFFORD another machine to have customs hold
hostage. Ok? No, not OK.
So, where are we? Well, there are some 8 machines
“somewhere” that belong to Ekkers but are obviously now
stashed and difficult to locate and are probably separated, at
best, from the instructions book. Also, there are no such things
here in Manila as “mixes” and certainly not spelt mixes.
Next, it is “too difficult” to locate any of the machines and
there is no money to get another one at the market.
And, besides, the power was somehow off to the flour mill.
Surely, there was SOMEONE somewhere out there
who would get a machine to Manila, even if on LOAN.
There are NO facilities for Ekkers to bake anything,
especially bread. They could make whole spelt and/or
porridge but that isn’t feasible since they have no spelta and
no way to practically crack it for porridge if they did have
it. There is also a heavy-duty grinder in Ekkers’ “stuff” but
we would never in the world dare ask for that item.
We can’t work like this, friends. We have to have
office facilities, and now are to the point we have to run
a phone line separate from the hotel into the room for
there is too much load on everyone as is.
There is easily $150 in “copy” costs running now

sometimes twice weekly and that is not even handy to
the hotel as “in the hotel” and costs are cut to avoid the
higher costs in the hotel.
We had to have another printer—we have literally
worn out the one we have and they can’t get parts with
which to fix it. Bless you, Two-by, a replacement is on
order and it will also, if a phone is ever brought into the
room, also allow for e-mail use.
I literally had someone ask what Dharma does since
Hatonn does the writing, etc. (???) Every letter is put
through these keyboards and I have bewildered people here.
The load is heavy back home and people are tired and
need income and certainly some peace of mind—but if we
have to close this operation down in order to attend all the
other things, there simply is not enough Social Security to
cover things, people. This does not in any way infer that
people don’t help—but I think no one yet has a picture of
the pressures of responsibility felt on top of the daily
pressures of just working to get something done which
ABSOLUTELY CONFRONTS THE NEW WORLD
ORDER, IMF AND COMMITTEE OF 300 DIRECTLY.
And, yes, we have been the route of having others
“help” with this program as to Deeds and other projects
and, like the “African Lion King”, totally botch everything
and then BLAME us for his insidious ignorance AFTER
LYING ABOUT THE ENTIRE EPISODE.
Ekkers are no longer willing, nor am I, to go to any
explanation to anyone, especially the Feds.
I ask you to look around, please. It seems the
SPOTLIGHT has been shut down, EIR and the NEW
FEDERALIST are in serious financial trouble and every
Patriot press or program is in the same circumstances.
When you are ready to give it up, readers, it can be
accomplished in just a couple of minutes.
We too are weary of being under attack constantly.
We are totally fatigued with begging and the ones carrying
the load other than here are exhausted from the load.
Nerves are frazzled is about the best way I can state it.
I gave Ron K. gratitude for marching ahead with
business and honored him for assisting with the Paper
and actually being in charge after the split. [MM: After
the “split”, Bruce Tracy (Editor-In-Chief) and I were
in charge of the paper. Ron at that time had no
input regarding the paper, period. When Bruce quit
(after six issues, I believe), I was in charge. Ron
was in charge of paper layout, receiving the finished
content from me (Princeton’s input included). If I
had been given the publishing software (PageMaker 6.5)
to download as expected when received by Bruce
(June 3, 1999), I would’ve been doing the layout also
at that time.] That complement was unacceptable to
Mark who feels he did it all himself from conception
[MM: Yes, “conception” being after Ron’s untimely
quitting, commencing with the layout of CONTACT
issue (Volume 28, Number 13) of July 19, 2000] to today.
This was a direct dispute to what “I” had just stated.
I don’t mind contradictions but I’m sorry, people, I did not
make a mis-statement. [MM: Nor did I.] Sometimes,
friends, you make your own road too difficult to use.
When you can’t work together with that which we
have left to us, then we aren’t going to make it in “that”
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arena. When there is no cooperation or allowance for
sharing, we have problems and they don’t come from the
enemies who split away.
CONTACT had dwindled to an unworthy offering
prior to any theft of Young and Martin. Martin, in fact
SAID he was going back home to get the paper under
control. Joining in the theft isn’t quite what anyone had
in mind. Ed Young was holding our writings, if
pertinent, and putting more and more of the other
material, after his editing, into the paper and that source
has continued in their SPECTRUM. They did what they
did, so be it. We must now do whatever we do.
Nobody “else” has to report on every last detail or
centavo from or to that which is in their lives. But there
is no privacy here—even to the depths of feelings within
the souls. Nothing is private and a fax to a child, for
instance, was circulated far and wide by that group of
thieves. From Manila even a note to a grandchild has to go
the route through the e-mail list. No, it is not fair, Dharma,
but God is Good—not always “fair” in the moment.
Let me, however, show you what happens. Because the
first few get a writing ahead of time for publication and things
are discussed and needs presented, there is an assumption that
the first receivers have to do the task presented. And, yes,
usually it is to those we write from whom the response needs
to come. What is difficult, beyond the funds which might be
involved, is a seeming resentment of Ekkers’ own children.
WHAT YOU DON’T KNOW WOULD FILL A
THOUSAND BOOKS AND SOME OF THE THINGS
WHICH ANNOY THE ONLOOKERS ARE “MY” DOING
FOR REASONS FAR BEYOND WHAT YOU EVEN
REMEMBER, IF YOU WERE EVER INVOLVED.
Mostly, it is from people without the vaguest idea of
which they speak who do the loudest speaking. People
can’t even do what I ask them to do for recognition of
the bashing that will come back. It has ever been thus
and it appears shall ever be so. This is the VERY
concern we have to have regarding offering solutions to
a drowning world. If it never is better than this as to
mankind, Father, what then are we doing?
Well, Father promised and HE is keeping those
promises, chelas, and that means WE WILL SERVE OR
WE WILL GET OUT OF THE WAY. IT ALSO
INDICATES THAT MAN IS NOW MAKING SOME
PRETTY FINAL CHOICES AND YOU/WE HAPPEN
TO BE “IN THE WAY” OF IT. “WE” are the couriers.
Can we handle it? Yes—but we have to want to do so.
Sometimes, students, when the power is off—only
the circuit breaker is turned off. So be it.
To my beloved team, I simply have to ask your patience;
it is all that can be offered in any event. If we speak of things
untimely, we have instant “BLOCK”. The way is
treacherous enough—and if we only write of negative
things and mostly about THIS project, it is because it IS
THE project capable of making major changes.
I don’t care a whit, myself, if we just squeak
through, for we owe allegiance to GOD (number one)
and the project (number two) and then all the other
things can fall into place. And, we have to stay the
course IN THIS PLACE until we get the ball over the
touchdown line. That must be MY focus and in that
very order. We SHALL get it done and, no, if I could
give you a “time” schedule, I WOULD NOT.
The Manila people just got another blow this very day
when they went to pick up passports and visa extension
which comes every other month. They are told that the
year span for “leaving” the country to re-establish visa
credibility NOW is changed from a year to every six
months. So, before you turn twice around, the immigration
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is down your neck. No big deal except in inconvenience
of a constant toothache variety and expensive in a very
dollar-wise variety. The nearest validating country is China
(Hong Kong). And if they are having a typhoon on your
day for renewal, too bad for you! And today they are
getting the residuals of the Philippine typhoon which just
stopped dead our work for this week. I have already told
you why that is so and there you have it. Believe me,
Dharma doesn’t want to even “hear” “Bread”, Spelta, or
“Let’s write, please.” Dharma made it to the lobby of this
building today to go pick up the passports with renewals—
the FIRST AND ONLY TIME IN MORE THAN TWO
WEEKS. This is the amount of fun and games being had
over in Paradise. E.J. got out of the block, further than the
e-mail, once—and it was in a bulletproof armored vehicle.
Ah, indeed, vacation in Paradise for sure.
Then when we take time to cover these topics, it is
painful—for it seems negative somehow. YOU ARE
NOT ROBOTS, CHELAS; IF WE WANT ROBOTS, WE
WILL RECONSTRUCT THE PLAYERS IN THE NEW
WORLD ORDER. Our work is for the HUMANS
abounding on the planet and which it seems, EVERYONE
forgets in the rush to the “me-central”.
We are in a “time era” where the LIE is the way of
life and living. When the truth serves better, the lie still is
offered. I have told you, in addition, that everything within
must evolve outward—and if you work on a project, you
will have to work in opposition (directly) to that which the
adversary has structured in order to seize the world and all
in it. THAT is the game, not your druthers, not your
beliefs, not your best wishes—this is the way of it.
Number uno PROTOCOL is to get control of the
money supply and wealth—i.e., the value upon which
money is based, usually gold. This is what Mr. Rothschild
told you at creation of the world: Let me have control of
the money—and I will control the world. I don’t quote
here because the quote is worse. But if Mr. Rothschild
can control your money, which he does, HE CONTROLS
YOU! Now, YOU think about it very carefully. In
undoing that, we have to reverse that reality—DON’T WE?
SO, how do YOU intend that little task?
So, God provides a way, a method, based on value.
Do you think Mr. Rothschild and all his bankers are
going to smile at you who try to use it? No, they
aren’t smiling today anywhere around the globe. They
are having to present distractions everywhere on the globe
while they try to find a way out of their own mess.
Therefore, all of you should have literally wept
with the final edition of Spotlight. A LIGHT went
out. A major LIGHT was extinguished. Why?
THEY DARED CONFRONT SUCH AS THE
BILDERBERGS! AND, THEY DARED CONFRONT
THE ADL. Now, all of the mailing lists, etc., will go
directly into the hands of that very entity.
Should you all drop this program and rush to help
Spotlight? NO. They can begin again because you do
stick with the project and make IT work—then together
we can rebuild in more careful protection, that voice of
freedom and truth. At that time, we will, if we stay this
course, be able to not only rebuild them properly in the
protection of that which we have learned in doing good
corporate business, but we will be able to afford to
support, well, those writers and journalists.
I told you from the beginning of our journey together that
we would have to have abundance without limitation to get this
very physical job done. So, we must create that abundance
and then we SHARE IT ABUNDANTLY. We don’t have to
wait the centuries that it required to build this prison of yours
IF WE KEEP PRIORITIES UPPERMOST AT ALL TIMES

THROUGH THESE DAYS OF SEEMING HOPELESSNESS.
How many of you subscribers would continue to
subscribe to CONTACT if Dharma closes the keyboard
to me? WHY? Well, most of her dearest people don’t
even bother to read enough to get even the personal
writings—you know, “Mother and Dad left and we never
hear,” go the kids and family members, while every
thought and action flows to the world. And yet the
feedback from even the readers is all but zero. The
logical question is: Why are we doing this, Sir?
RESPONSE: BECAUSE IT IS GOD’S WORK AND
WE AGREED TO DO IT ABOVE ALL ELSE THAT
MIGHT IMPACT US. IT WAS A CHOICE MADE, A
VISION GIVEN, AND LESS WOULD NOT SUFFICE.
I would like all of you to pause a minute at this point
and think a minute: WHO ELSE HAS GONE THIS FAR?
AND, YES, I INCLUDE “YOU”. “WE” HAVE COME
THIS FAR BEYOND ALL OTHER POSSIBILITIES
AND POTENTIAL ON THE GLOBE TODAY. WHAT
IS IT YOU HAVE TO HAVE, CHELAS? YES, I
KNOW, SUCCESS! AH, BUT—WHAT IS SUCCESS?
CHECK IT OUT CAREFULLY. GOD WINS EITHER
WAY—BUT WILL “YOU” RECOGNIZE IT?
It is often, as now, that Dharma, for instance, will
say to me: “Enough, just enough, to get the burdens
cleared, my responsibilities met and the load gone for a
while—just a while.”
No, chela, NOT ENOUGH. Relieving just YOUR load
is not THE answer, don’t you see, even though that “load
of yours” is encompassing bunches of you and yes, that
might be a bit of success, but NOT THE SUCCESS.
Just meeting those obligations you feel are yours does not
feed the street children of Manila or Manchuria nor does
it build shelters to cover their heads. THAT IS GOD’S
SUCCESS! Do you understand just a wee bit better now?
Furthermore, who is it you want to read our paper?
My goodness, you have the central headquarters of the
New World Order, the various and sundry Intelligence
agencies inclusive of the FBI, the IMF/WB heads of same
and Heads of State in your various countries who would
prefer you not accomplish this task. I would say on a
worldly level—that is a pretty prestigious audience.
GOD’S DELAYS ARE NOT GOD’S DENIALS—
UNLESS, OF COURSE, YOU DIDN’T MEAN WHAT
YOU SAID IN THE FIRST PLACE!
Is it not yet clear to you that “I” stand between
them and you? How do ye think ye survive? I
WORK WITH/FOR GOD CREATOR—AND GUESS
WHAT? AGAIN—WHO WINS?
To Wendell H.: Please recognize that we do not
overlook your inquiries regarding the damaging
frequencies going forth from the hidden-message music.
Can you interfere with the frequencies? Yes, but you
simply do not have sufficient apparatus to do so. It can
no longer be handled in “just” a mental pattern. We have
to change the “receivers” of said impacting noise. The
frequencies are being broadcast already and the receivers
are willing registers. Every positive frequency you send
forth, however, touches or disrupts some of the energies,
so do not be discouraged because it seems you get no
massive feedback. Facts are that the manipulation is
lessening already as people are getting quite BORED and
into overload. That condition is both good and also quite
negative—but when there is a better way to go, there is
also ability to reach through to those receivers.
Will you, or CAN you, perceive that the greatest
asset we hold in the Philippines is THAT WE HAVE
BEEN HERE FOR THREE YEARS.
The first impression might well be that if it
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takes so long, is it really valid? My dear readers, if
it were not valid would we still be here? THAT is
the consideration. Lawyers by the dozens have
studied this project which has never varied in intent
from first presentation, except to become more
secured for all, inclusive of the banks themselves.
How long can it go on, though? As long as it needs
be. What is your big hurry? Most of you don’t even
want to talk about spelta and much the less about getting
the weeds out of the fields. Great, what is it that you
DO want? Is it just possible that you want GOD to do
it ALL while you supervise your own priorities?
Well, if you can get God to do that FOR YOU, give
me your secret, for I have had to work far differently
during my rather extensive journeys through space and
time, attitude and focus.
Now, Dharma can quit typing and everyone else
involved can quit whatever they want to quit doing or
not doing. But, I can guarantee if E.J. quits doing what
he is doing—it is over. Why? Because there is nobody
else to step into the role without gearing up.
Let us look at SPOTLIGHT. The adversary will end up
ruing the day they closed that paper. They won nothing.
The team will simply try harder and if enough people want
freedom, the race has just been made worthy of the running.
I like to KNOW that if we are damaged, we come
back stronger and in greater perfection in ability to recreate
and serve, ever better and in learning of ways toward
protection and in ways to allow for continued freedom
within protection. Chelas, there is no place to run and no
place to hide. There is now only being; running and hiding
merits nothing. God has said it would be this way and so
it has. Moreover, however, how damaged have you become?
You haven’t even “lost” anything until you QUIT!
If a man invests in the stock market—he has neither
lost nor gained anything until he moves out and sells,
quits, forfeits or walks away.
When anyone who participated in the Phoenix
Institute says he/she lost, it is not correct. IT SIMPLY
IS NOT CORRECT UNLESS THAT PERSON CHOSE
TO LOSE SOMETHING. THAT TOO IS SIMPLY THE
WAY IT IS. You have not even reached the line of
consideration but blame anyway—and even then you
blame the WRONG PARTIES.
That old saw about “Sticks and stones may break
my bones but words will never hurt me...” is B.S. of the
highest order. Words can hurt worse than any stick hit
or stone received. Think about it.
Is this just another writing to somehow pull Dharma up
off the floor? No, because Dharma is not the only one feeling
distress and never-ending responsibilities. If you are alive, you
have responsibilities; so, accept those which you can carry and
release those which are not yours or can be shared.
In this sense, words cannot hurt you. What another thinks
of you, if you be true, IS NOT YOUR BUSINESS.
What none of you understand, for you do not
KNOW, but you are far further ahead in this task than
you could even begin to accept. If that is called “faith”,
good. However, it is not “blind faith” in some unseen
energy—it is because the “seen” have done their jobs
and the resulting “payoff” is getting closer and closer.
What will you do then, chelas? Are you actually READY
FOR SUCCESS? It is hard to stay up on that step, isn’t
it? Oh, well, make an effort and stop “trying”.
Do “I” get “down”? NO, only in your distress.
Remember that I can see both ends of the road—and,
yes, indeed, GOD (our boss) actually does WIN.
DAD
dharma
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Spelta: Perfect Grain
TO SUSTAIN LIFE
7/15/01—#1 (14-333)
RE: THE “TIME” OF REVELATIONS ABOUT
REVELATION
Hatonn—YOU: “BUT, WHY DON’T WE STICK
TO REVELATIONS?”
ME: “WE DO!”
What you are really asking with a question like this one is:
“Why don’t we get some NEW revelations from you, Sir?”
New REVELATIONS? There are NO new revelations.
There aren’t “verifiably” old revelations. Your
“Revelations”, as prophecies, are writings which
suited and still suit the “revelators” to achieve an
end suited to their purposes.
Are you in these “times” as revealed by the ancients?
Yes—IF YOU DON’T DO SOMETHING MORE
POSITIVE THAN IT SEEMS AT PRESENT.
Look around you as you have more and more
instant reporting from around the globe in split-second
communications. What is happening?
You have more and more immediate realization of a
typhoon in Taiwan, floods in Bangladesh, wars in
Macedonia and Palestine and even instant catch-up of
hostages in Mindanao. You even have the latest nonnews on a missing Intern in Washington, D.C., around
the world in less than 5 minutes. Is it just possible that
there have always been these things happening and you
just didn’t have access to that information?
Is it not also possible that you are fed what the
supervisors WANT YOU TO KNOW? However,
isn’t it also a fact that some of it is valid and real
information—even somewhat truthful?
Therefore, what do we consider in overall
priorities if we put aside the personal distractions?
And THIS, without lessening importance of a
missing Intern in Washington, D.C.
You have a focus on a Congressman, Condit of
California, and “the” now infamous missing Intern.
To those persons this is 100% focus—but does it
feed the starving citizens of North Korea? Which do
YOU attend most quickly as you watch the news?
You will note that ONE missing child gets more focus
than thousands of dying children in North Korea.
CHECK PRIORITIES
Why is there a famine in North Korea? Oh,
yes, I see, it is because of drought, crop failure,
too many mouths to feed, inability to trade back
and forth with other nations—you name it. BUT,
HOW MANY POINTS ARE TRULY VALID? NOT
MANY. It also depends on what is taking place.
If you don’t have rain, can’t you irrigate? Of
course, if you have source for same and delivery
systems for same. But, worse, you have failure of
crops which are staples of the area. People get just
far enough ahead in their crop understanding to shift
over to poorly reproducing species of basic crops.
This means that as needs increase, growing
products are less and then finally failure of crops

and on and on in the cycle of deterioration.
So, let us talk of hybrids and genetically-altered products.
It does not matter that you EAT genetically different
products unless the product produces poison of some
kind—it is NOT the genetically-altered genes that “getcha”.
The problem IS, and now, look to the New World
Order at work: When you have these altered stocks, you
have no way to recreate your crops suitably. If the
produced grains, for instance, are not actually sterile, they
are poor at reproduction. And, if you can’t get good seeds,
you can’t have good crops and if you can’t get water to
whatever you have, you can’t produce harvests worthy of
feeding the population of any nation and much the less
contribute to the needs of others as in “trade” or “sharing”.
As the people become weak and in poverty the
cycle brings inability to attend the fields and there
is no funding for mechanical apparatus to do the labor.
Where poverty is the worst, the food supplies
are the poorest, especially in quality. The people
sell what is good and try to live off the worst.
THIS is the terror and actuality of results of
altering genes and hybridizing—NOT THE EATING
OF SAID PRODUCE.
If you can control the reproduction of foods which
form the very foundation of food intake, you control
everything IF you also control the MONEY necessary to
buy worthy seeds and supplementation needs.
The public will get behind allowing geneticallyaltered foods onto the shelves, calling it “possibly”
bad, while the facts are that many of the alterations
make the food FAR BETTER as a nutritional resource.
SO WHY HARP ON SPELTA?
It is all but impossible to hybridize spelta grain. It
is very difficult to hybridize lentils. These are just two
examples. Spelta was the first recognized food grain on
the planet. That does not mean or say: wheat.
Therefore, wheat was actually a hybridized plant at its
own beginning. Likewise, many of the other basic food
crops and certainly all your orchard fruits and nuts.
Finally, however, you have reached a point whereat
your hybridized plants reproduce poorly or not at all.
This ensures the companies who supply SEEDS get a
corner on the global seed business because farmers can’t
use their own harvest to plant again for NEXT SEASON.
If you grow Spelta, which is a very flexible grain
plant, you have a lot of things going for you, even if not
major quantity harvests. That quantity depends on many
things but you will not produce inferior product. A
Spelta gain might well be smaller than in a good year—or
there may well be less harvest—but the product will have
the same nutrition values, for it simply is the way of it.
It has less gluten than wheat, so there is not the fine
finished product from the bakery oven—even though the
flour of Spelta is a bit sweeter and by far more nourishing.
In fact, it IS the perfect grain to sustain LIFE.
The greens are superb for animal feed and the
cracked grain is excellent, as well, for domestic
feed. Furthermore, the grain is so strong and selfprotected as to protect the grain itself even from
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high levels of radiation. The hulls provide the best
insulation material of ANYTHING on the globe.
The grain can be stored without deterioration for centuries
if you can gain vermin-proof, dry storage facilities.
The grain is an ideal crop for “dry” farming.
It was THE crop of old Sumar and all through the
so-called “Holy Lands”. So THIS is why I “harp”
on Spelta, bread machines/mixes and let’s get
started right in order to AVOID the miserable
cycles of starvation which follow international
chosen SANCTIONS of nations against nations.
Rice has become more and more difficult to raise in
abundance for many reasons—but poor seed quality is
among the primary causes. Next you have a processing
which leaves basically empty food product. The
processing pulls away the very parts of the grain
which actually sustain life, prevent Beri-Beri and
allow for other system nutrition. You are killing
yourselves—for a cup of empty rice in the belly might
feel better but is of little nutritional value. Whole spelta
will sustain life in maximum nutritive grain value.
Since spelta was always a basic “dry farming”
crop, it flourished on regular dry spells. It was
planted in the Fall and wintered to grow then the
next Spring, so its maturing cycle is long in your
world of several crops per year from hybrid crops.
So, if you don’t get started NOW, you will not
have what you need when you already need it.
Will typhoons ruin the crops? Yes, if the fields
are washed out or have long-standing water—just
like anything else under water for an undue period
of time. It will, however, withstand winds better
than wheat or corn or the other grain crops—
except rye. Even better than barley.
If you lose your season as to grain as the finished harvest
product, you can turn the domestic animals onto the fields
for pasture as the greens are even better than alfalfa.
Will it grow in the tropics. OF COURSE—
EVERYTHING GROWS BETTER IN THE TROPICS,
EVEN NON-HYBRID FRUITS WHICH DO BETTER IN
WINTERING CLIMATES, SUCH AS APPLES.
The larger problem in the tropics is keeping
down the pests—and here you have spelta again
filling the best position in insect resistance.
Why don’t you have this and other product
crops of which we have spoken prior to now and
over and over again? Because the Big Boy Bankers
DON’T WANT YOU TO HAVE THEM!
Where would spelta grow well otherwise in, say,
the Philippines as now presenting? Right up in those
falling-apart rice paddies, in the famous rice terraces.
Furthermore, with good equipment the terraces can
be improved and those large destructive earthworms
turned into assets rather than destructive liabilities.
The two things would form a symbiotic relationship
worthy of nurturing. It could save the terraces
and later there could be excellent crop rotation.
Lahar (volcanic ash) could be utilized to enrich the
soil as to mineral supplementation. This could also allow
for root crop and legume rotation of fields. Those
volcanoes are also the source of LIFE, chelas, not just
a rain upon you of death, fire and destruction. To grow
good crops you must have SULFUR supplementation—
and there is no place on Earth that presents more sulfur
than active volcanoes. Volcanic ash is rich, as in “rare
earth” minerals. God provides incredible diversity of
industry and natural resources if you but realize it. And,
no, you do not need longer have the harsh circumstances
of harvesting sulfur as in those old favorite Biblical times.
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In addition to these values, places like the Philippines with
her volcanoes offers full potential for geothermal power
production of a massive scale. Neither do well-managed dams
destroy the rivers but rather can enhance them. It depends,
totally, on what you are willing to do, friends. If you
just SIT while waiting for wealth and prosperity to
overflood you—YOU WILL ONE DAY BE HUNGRY!
Oh, but you need funding? So be it. We have
it and can’t even GIVE IT AWAY! Humans are
interesting aren’t they?
Oh, yes, and by the way, spelta “cake” or
pellets make excellent, near perfect in fact, FISH
FOOD and on a more important scale it would seem:
pet food for animals from birds to beasts. Oh, well.
This is why, however, I tend to nag you to stay at
the farm, for that is where our seed spelt is located.
When we have abundance we can have it cleaned to
insure no undue infestation and ship it for trial plantings.
But that is out of the question at the moment. But we
can use a lot of bread mix here even if we only have
one machine. I would hope when Diane has better
interchange with her new employer that the advertising
will pick up so that there is a major demand for the
flour and mixes. You don’t have to have a bread
machine to make bread—but Ekkers do, in Manila,
because other facilities are not available.
You who choose to use the bread-making apparatus
or handmade product, use honey or simple syrups for
the yeast fuel (sugar) and butter as the oil additive
(there are products in BUTTER that are not available
in the other vegetable oils which bind with products
in the spelta flour. But that is for another lesson.
If you will get a little spelta book published a few
years ago, and get it to us, I will ask that a write-up
again be made, for no one can seem to locate the one we
offered long ago on the topic as we got into the spelta
production. Dharma’s problem is lack of scientific
labels, food contents, etc. WE MUST ALWAYS
REMEMBER TO NOT OVERSTEP ANY BOUNDS
REQUIRED BY THE FDA! IT IS SIMPLY NOT
EFFECTIVE TO SAY: “HATONN SAID...”. If you
meet a Federal Raider, just ask him about it.
I remind all of you that you could LIVE NICELY on
spelt bread/toast with a bit of BUTTER, good water
(boiled and filtered to get rid of any possible parasites)
and Melloream—a couple or three glasses a day with the
bread. Add a few dishes of beans, preferably lentils or
Adzukis—and you could live indefinitely during a famine
or hardship period. It would, yes, get boring but if you
provide for stock, chickens, etc. you will be quite fine.
If you have stored other products in well sealed
containers to finish out a very basic “diet”, you can make
it, friends. And, if you would use these products and
less of everything else you stuff into your face, you
would certainly be far healthier. Spelt will actually
enhance the immune system beyond expectation. Add
some edible algae as supplements, take your Gaiandriana
and you are going to be feeling better right away.
No, I DON’T expect you to give up your junkfood junking. It is a foolish person who would
expect that, so we have to work around that newfound addiction. Of all the things I am, I am
aware of your readily imposed self-abuses.
When our own team, however, can’t see a “way”,
it is truly difficult to face this gargantuan task.
And, yes, any distraction from what is being
attempted in, for instance, the Philippines, is a KNOWN
setback in the project itself. First, people must GROW
before the spelt will be grown. Mention spelta to even

health store people and they are totally without
recognition. They will ask if it is a new grain of some
kind? No, the oldest on the Earth—BROUGHT BACK
FOR YOUR USE AT THIS TIME OF HISTORICAL
EXPECTATION FOR HUMAN SURVIVAL/GROWTH.
It goes right along with Gaiandriana and the “drias”.
God has sent you BACK SOME MIRACLES FOR YOUR
USE—but the true miracle is to get YOU to even
consider using them. Stop blaming God for everything
and get off your assets and see what FUN you can have.
You can, for instance, use Spelta flour for cookies and
heavier cakes but mostly you will not enjoy it unless you
have tried-and-true recipes. It is drier, more granular and
generally not as pleasing except when extremely fresh out
of the oven. In other words you will have lots more
“crumble” to the cookie and that is simply the way of it.
Moreover, why would you do that while you have wheat
readily available to tempt you? I have a theory for you people:
If you are going to indulge in junk food—really enjoy with
the best you can get and satisfy self. It is like groveling—
if you must do so—do it well and REALLY grovel.
Self-flagellation may serve a need for some on a trip
in public to some cross or another for show-and-tell—
it is neither a pleasant nor productive thing to do. When
you feel like doing such a foolish thing or making
sacrifices to the gods requiring blood—stop, look and go
paint someone’s house, fix their roof, wash the walls,
sew a shirt, mend the socks or do something which
makes you feel pitiful to self but helps someone ELSE.
It will help SELF more than you can ever measure. Ah,
but—do it without expectation of reward or return but
because it is the right thing to do. Beats a self-beating
every time. In fact whapping some yeast bread dough
around can do wonders for you. There is little WRONG
WITH YOU except pure boredom and total frustration.
YOU know it and I KNOW THAT YOU KNOW IT.
GOLD TRACKS
Will our Phoenix Project have anything to do
with actual gold handling? Probably not as you
think of it—but, yes, as I think of it.
The problem in places like the Philippines where gold
is stashed hither and yon for protection of same, even
into the dark and land-mined caves, it needs special
handling. It MUST be processed at least to the extent
of branding it and presentation of, at the least, a rough
assay. This means there is a need for production of the
product and the people. The banks have so consistently
CHEATED the people and discounted to the point of
disallowing business. This means that there have to
be flow lines for the collateral backing of GAIA
which offer full value, or better, and security.
A processor needs facilities for melting the metal
itself and marking the bars properly as to weight, karat
rating, etc. Our processor can handle, in our
perspective, a lot per day—but as is, not enough. So
there will be need for “gearing up” to handle more flowthrough—while at the same time working a program with
the banks themselves. And, yes, we already have people
(well, a person) within our own team back home, who
could oversee that operation and thoroughly enjoy the
processing experience. Then as shipments become
available, some of the commodity will be shipped out to
other places, including the Native Nations of the
Americas who are on Sovereign Territories. Possibilities
are INFINITE, chelas, but few people are persistent or
patient enough to accomplish their own dreams.
Will this break through in the Philippines? It
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will or as the saying goes: Use it or lose it.
Sometimes, readers, it is far harder to accept
freedom than the known continuation of slavery.
As to reading the prophecies, why depend on some
interpreter of such, as Nostradamus? There is no way
to interpret that which is only in the MIND of another.
If you are shooting off rockets where two out of three
FAIL to hit their targets, you don’t really have much of a
defense system, do you? This is especially true if you are
threatening long-distance space aliens—who NEVER MISS.
Moreover, who can hit you with power that is not
missile-material to be blown up by impacting it.
YOUR ROCKETS ARE WORTHLESS AGAINST LASER
WEAPONS OF ADVANCED “ALIEN” MANUFACTURE,
OR ESPECIALLY, ALIEN “CREATION”.
You of Earth are getting set up for the war so that
economies can grow—remember, there is money in war!
People get so distracted that they don’t even notice they
have been slain by the big bad wolf right in the dooryard
or local bank. Anyone who thinks George Dubya Bush
can’t declare total military war or control is dreaming on
the wrong rainbow or wishing star. WHO IS GOING
TO STOP HIM? Congress? They are the ones who
have provided his very right to act. Yes, you know,
just like the one who is missing the Intern.
Politicians are NOT funny, friends—THEY
ARE YOUR VERY EXECUTIONERS.
As we write here: You are experiencing droughts,
floods, earthquakes, mudslides, tornadoes,
typhoons, famines and failures of all sorts. What
more do you need regarding PROPHECIES?
Look and you will see that obscene and
pornographic papers are allowed to continue as “freedom
of the press/speech” while a paper like SPOTLIGHT
is forced into silence and demise to hide truth and
prevent that very freedom in your Constitution. You
get God out of the schools and courts while your
Constitution SAYS: One nation under GOD. And you
go dancing (gyrating) to a noise box, drink and make
merry—or Mary, whichever shows up first.
Does this please me? No, but that is your business, not
mine. If you think so little of self as to demand this kind of
“relaxation” and “pleasure”, how dare I suggest worthy
work to allow your enjoyment on a continuing basis?
You will do whatever it is you choose to do—and it will
be for SELF, so please do not lie and tell me otherwise.
I repeat and repeat and repeat: TRUTH will not set
you free—for freedom requires action. Truth is the first
key—no more or less. Once you know truth, why then,
don’t you move to do something or open the way for
those who have the solution to come through?
Yes, indeed, I will keep right on writing about what is
wrong—while offering TRUTH—for man learns slowly it
seems, and moves even more slowly. People will “rally”
to overthrow a government which means one politician
over another—but few will actually rally to bring truth and
realization—even when it is right before them. I find that
quite amazing but a continuation of how it always is.
Everybody wants a job? No, not at all. Only if
there is not other way to “get”, do they want to work.
If they can’t get through graft, corruption, petty crimes
or handouts, then they will consider work if you hit
them over the head with a job. Mainly “handouts” are
the joy of the day Not a bit of charity do I speak—I
speak of welfare, getting something from someone else,
i.e., the Marcos treasure handed out to “we-the-people”.
We-the-WHO? Ill-gotten wealth? What is this old
operation under way for these years since 1986?
Human-rights violations? What human RIGHTS? If you
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question these people claiming “human-rights violations”,
they can’t even give you an answer—and without the
politician’s opinion will have no two responses the same.
It is as the holocaust “victims” claim to whatever.
There are more claimants than there were “so-called”
victims in the world. Nobody seems to even notice!
And STILL you wonder what is wrong—and why
they should have the “get” and not you. I observe
the “getters” somehow getting from the old Nazis
when the Nazis WERE THE MASTERS. It is spelled
AshkeNAZI. Where were YOU when the “holocaust”
came down? When people think of holocaust these
days it is only something out of Spielberg’s Star tales.
And note that the poor deceived are always “Jewish”.
And yet, no one who is not a “Jew” may have the
privilege of even using the term.
In fact, to you who continue to deal with the
“holocaust”—WHEN, EXACTLY, WAS IT? Let’s see,
the Pearl Harbor Japanese “thingie” started on December
7/8 (depending on your location on the globe) 1941. Off
the top of your head, YOU, READER, give me some
dates and things, times and who was involved? All of
it was financed by the SAME INTERNATIONAL
BANKERS but what else was taking place?
Do you have an answer because you know
facts and have done research or experienced—
OR—do you “think” you know something from
watching Schlinder’s List? Mr. Spielberg made
that movie and SAID it was FICTION. How did
it then become a documentary of “non-fiction”?
“History” is what you are told IS HISTORY—
after a total revision/rewriting of same. When
truth comes forth after the fact, it is called
“revisionist” to maintain the lie and bury the truth.
And, yes, it is always the same Satanic base of
presenters. And, no, they certainly are not all “Jewish”.
Very few, in fact, are even related to “Jewish”.
You will come to see that “Jewish” or “White” or
“Black” doesn’t mean a confounded thing. There is
goodly or evil “intent” or “practices”. This indicates
roughly “Godly” or “Satanic” and that resides within the
very essence of individual man, woman or child. And
the attitudes come from BEING TAUGHT the attitudes
themselves. Even a babe in the womb hears every
attitude expressed around and about him.
I will close this with a little tale which was observed
this week: A young woman wrote to a “help” column. She
was 16, in love and now betrothed to a 20-year-old male.
Problem? The family was fully against the relationship.
This is not because the child was only 16 but because
“she is Catholic and he is a born-again Christian”.
Advice given in the column? End the relationship
instantly, it will never work because these are
“differences” which can’t be overcome? Catholic?
Christian? Are we possibly MISSING something here in
the so-called belief of said churches? Is CHRIST not
supposed to be a part and parcel of BOTH? If you honor
the “Virgin” Mother, is there not something missing if you
dishonor the son? Is everybody nuts? Possibly!
God bless you all, chelas, for you have come
about as far as you can with these attitudes. Why
not just crucify them both and end the misery?
I love YOU, but I do not relish this job any
more than do you.
POSTSCRIPT: THERE AREN’T ANY NEW
REVELATIONS—ONLY THOSE YOU DON’T
YET PERHAPS RECOGNIZE.
Salu, GCH
dharma
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Hope For Saving Our Civilization:
Restoring A System Of Good Ethics
7/16/01—#1 (14-334)
LIFE IS UNFAIR BUT GOD IS JUST
Hatonn—Let us not confuse things by mixing mud
with snow not yet on the ground, chelas, lest you end
up with muddy rain.
It is not EVER that God is either unfair or is
SHE/HE/IT unjust. Shake your brains awake
now, please: GOD IS! AND, FURTHERMORE:
GOD IS GOOD! I did not make an error in using
that term a few days ago.
So, is Satan then a “bad” dude? Surprise:
SATAN “IS”! Moreover, Satan works totally
THROUGH mortal, manifest, physical MAN.
(Man is a generic term for human.)
Therefore, we need a bit of a refresher course on
good vs. evil and God vs. Satan. We will then have
to take up the topic of “Creator-Creation”, won’t we?
Just as the Protocols of Zion are the
guidelines for taking and controlling the world, the
goodly commandments are for living in such a
way as to find SOUL righteousness. Neither
thing “makes you do anything”. YOU make your
choices and those choices are made through the
data information you hold to make those options
upon which you decide.
Always, the
responsibility rests with YOU.
When someone pronounces that another is
somehow “tinged” or has become “dark”—what
is meant here with this indictment? Well, for one
thing, it MEANS NOTHING except that someone
is ranting on in ignorance one way or the other to
deliberately deceive. Even if the edict or
declaration be true—and the pronouncer thinks he
knows, WHAT DO YOU KNOW? Right, you
are thrust into assuming what the speaker says to
be so. THAT IS ALMOST ALWAYS NOT
TRUTH YOU HEAR BUT “OPINION” BY
SOMEONE WHO IS SURELY WORKING “ON
THE DARK SIDE”. This is proven by anyone
who pronounces a person, receiver, or speaker to
be a LIE but continues to claim same for SELF.
Remember that life is unfair but God is good. In
that fairness and in that goodness you will be
allowed your own discernment and, yes, you had
best CONSIDER THE ACTIONS.
BE
CAUTIOUS OF ANYONE WHO DENOUNCES
ANOTHER WHILE ACTUALLY “ACTING” IN
UNLAWFUL WAYS HIS NEW PROJECT TO
ACQUIRE WHILE DESTROYING THE THING
AND PARTIES FROM WHICH HE STEALS.
I have terrible news for you who just drift
along on total assumption of what you are
told without actually finding any facet of
truth—you err. THE WORLD IS MADE UP
OF MANIFEST DARK ENERGY FORMS.
YOU CANNOT LIVE IN THIS WORLD

WITHOUT BEING IMPACTED BY DARK
ENERGIES OR NEGATIVE ASSUMPTIONS.
THIS IS CALLED EVALUATION AND
PROCESSING IN A MORTAL WORLD. IT IS
AS NECESSARY AS BREATHING.
Each human “being” (be-ing) is exactly what
it says: BE-ING whatever he/she might be at the
moment. And, recall now: you only HAVE the
“moment” being experienced. The past is a
memory; the future not yet presented. LEARN
FROM THE MEMORIES; ANTICIPATE THE
BEST IN THE FUTURE POTENTIAL. THIS
MEANS THAT YOU MUST LIVE THE “NOW”
BECAUSE THAT IS ALL YOU HAVE—SO
CHOOSE YOUR THOUGHTS, DESIRES AND
ACTIONS AS 100% WHAT YOU “ARE”.
This is why I have often said that God
doesn’t care what you were—HE only notes
what you ARE and waits to see what, actually,
you WILL BE. That is called “INTENT”.
This would indicate that once you do
something, i.e., mail that letter, e-mail that note,
print that thought, speak your words, act your
acts—it is set into historical journals. This is an
act of commission of a physical act drawn from
an intangible thing called “thought”.
By the way, good people, God is not the only
one who can read your thoughts. Your
THOUGHTS, TODAY, “can” be not only “read”
by recording devices BUT, INDEED,
PHOTOGRAPHED. This is not NEW! This
was a photographic process being worked through
for Sipapu Odyssey filming by no less than Wally
Gentleman. I gave him the information, so you
can perhaps see the loss YOU have gained by his
untimely demise. From direct “thought” the
frequencies are first coalesced into energy into a
holographic image which can then be manifest
and captured on film. Interesting? No, not very,
unless you still think it is all somehow “magic”.
There will come the day where motion
pictures can be totally done by thought
projection. It can be DONE NOW. BUT, guess
what, the problem comes with use of various
persons who feel their images are somewhat
individual, i.e. Julia Roberts, Robert Redford, et al.
Be careful about the movies you witness,
chelas. This is ALL you get when you attend a
motion picture viewing or a TV program—
peoples’ thoughts made manifest and sent through
energy frequencies and spectrum colors to a box
or screen in your locale. This is why it is so
easy to fool all the people almost all of the time!
Yesterday it is said that the U.S. defenseshield rocket hit a projected missile out there
somewhere. It was a successful hit, you are told,
like a bullet hitting a bullet. WHO SAID?
WOULD YOU IN YOUR LOCATION KNOW
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WHETHER OR NOT THEY “HIT” OR COULD
YOU JUST BE VICTIMIZED BY MORE HYPE
AND GARBAGE?
I CAN promise you one thing—that puny game
is about as useless as that old funny about the lady
flapping her bedsheet at the Moon. You can’t
TOUCH an incoming anything from outer space as
in “alien” projectile because it wouldn’t be a
projectile but only a projection. Moreover, both the
Russians and the Chinese have allowed as how the
U.S. has broken the treaties and, therefore, they will
have to gear up with “multi-headed” missiles.
These are pretty deadly games, people.
YOU ARE A WARRING PLANET AND
COSMIC BRETHREN DO NOT WANT YOU
IN SPACE-COSMOS.
You can prepare RIGHT NOW to be saturated
with movies and TV show-and-tell about “aliens”
and “alien invaders” of the most miserable kind.
It is scare-you-to-panic, good viewers.
So, what do you want me to do about all this?
Stop it, did you say? I DID NOT HAVE
ANYTHING TO DO WITH STARTING IT AND
YOU HAVE FREE WILL CHOICES TO BE AND
DO WHAT YOU WILL. THE BEST I CAN
AND SHALL DO FOR YOU IS PROVIDE THAT
WHICH YOU NEED TO CHANGE THINGS.
I do note, however, that many of the terribly
horrendous things which seem to be gut-wrenchers
are actually the very tools which will make it quite
easy for goodness thoughts to be transmitted.
These systems, even the early-warning systems, are
already in place, along with the mind-control networks
as established. Those are the VERY THINGS
we can utilize in a far more advanced system and
frequency range than you even recognize.
We have another ace in the hole, friends; we
can cut off every electronic system on your globe
in one circuit breaker switch.
When that sort of thing happens, chelas,
planes don’t fly, subs will sink, communications
systems will be dead, no lights, no electric thing
will function. Aliens in advanced cosmic
presentation will simply “UNPLUG” your circuits.
Probably, in addition, you will lose your data
storage capabilities.
Can anything be retrieved? That depends on
several things and higher INTENT.
Now isn’t that a good prospective time to withdraw
holding beams from the fault lines, unplug the
volcano next door, and let the weather go its way
instead of being shoved around by the controllers?
I don’t think any of you think BIG ENOUGH.
Would the Big Controllers go down? Well, it
is finally a fair game, isn’t it?
Remember that people pray for HELP
constantly and these are goodly people who
CARE about MANKIND. However, as to
cosmic possibilities—shudder now and DIG OUT
YOUR JOURNALS. WHEN YOU TURN
YOUR WEAPONS OF DESTRUCTION ON
THE COSMOS—YOU HAVE MADE A VERY,
VERY LARGE MISTAKE. It is rather like the
ants thinking it worthy to take over the anteater’s
den. It simply is NOT wise!
A l o t o f th is tec h n o l o g y i s b e i n g u n d e r
experimentation right in California, U.S.A., and

other places where large segments of area are
put into blackout mode. All of THAT kind of
game can already be totally controlled from your
satellites. Surely, you didn’t think all those
satellites were just so you could see Sex in the
City, did you?
Is this a “moral” discussion? Why? Are you
concerned somehow that if you don’t know
truth—it is still your “right” to pronounce right or
wrong intent? I am telling you “what is”.
Dear friends, “morality” is not simply action;
it is indwelling belief in honorable things, actions,
and thoughts.
By the way, students, the very point of
lessons is not to have to repeat them—but I find
that lessons unlearned far exceed those learned
the first time around. My suggestion is to never
cease to learn and I recommend that you be
bigger than your problems in knowing, then you
will be given nothing greater than your ability to
bear—or to learn. There is nothing of a mystic
nature herein—only possibly a mystery or two.
But I remind you that the fairest thing you can
experience is the “mysterious”. It is the
fundamental emotion which stands at the cradle
of true art and true science—and truth itself.
And yet, mystery is only mystery until
REVEALED. Revelation is that which finally
is perceived and experienced in REALITY.
What happens along about here in your journey
is that you will be manipulated with great wisdom
from self-proclaimed “wise” individuals who put
themselves at least on a level of the “Masters”—and
pronounce as much on the weary “follow alongs”.
I warn you to be careful, very careful, for
when you decide that your wisdom is greater than
God’s, BEWARE, because you are within the illusion
and reality strikes like a major-sized 2x4 across
your own realization—SOONER OR LATER.
A really wise person will not project such
nonsense upon viewers or listeners unless he feels
you will not confront him in his human ego, then
he will usually become very “unwise” and blow
himself right out with his own horn.
Ego is a strange beast—it destroys its host
as the parasite on the tree. Know that
responsible intent and actions are the keys to
success. All else is greed and irresponsible
behavior focused on ego desires.
SO LOOK AT SATAN VS. GOD CREATOR
Satan cannot create; he can only play to your freewill choices. So IF your desire is truly to create
instead of playing in your ego trap, remember that only
GOODNESS can “create”, so it behooves every
physical expression to be in awareness of intent and
purpose—at every moment in every experience.
I enjoy your perceptions which present as:
“The only thing sure is death and taxes.” Cute
but totally incorrect. There is no “death” and in
a righteous world there are no “taxes”.
Better perception: The only thing SURE about
living and perceived passage of time is change in
perceptions about anything and everything; that is
called growth. You can have growth or be retarded
and again, gosh: it is up to you. You must come to
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KNOW that physical living is simply a schoolroom—
and handling of circumstances and making choices
are the testings for graduation or “hold-back”.
I would leave the philosophical rhetoric with
one more thought before unplugging the circuit:
Since the future is only your thoughts becoming
manifest in front of you as you exist, it stands to
reason, students, that by taking control of your
thoughts, you take control of your future.
When our thoughts coalesce into something
offering love, harmony, balance, peace and JOY, we
shall prevail, for there is nothing less that can manifest.
You will note that regardless of individual
perspectives Nature does not cheat, lie, or steal. It only
gives and regives. When man learns that lesson from
Nature, his civilization will be as eternal as Nature is
eternal. It comes then that until human relations are
based on the love principle of giving and regiving,
which God gave as His One Law, mankind will be on
the descending direction of self-annihilation.
EGO TRAPPINGS (AS IN TRAPPED)
When the things manifested by ego in YOUR life,
or lives, are brought before you on the screen for
viewing: what color will you be? By that I mean: Will
you be red from embarrassment? Will you be pale at
the realization of your mischief(s)? Will you even
notice that you were played the fool? OR, will your
ego come behind bearing the light that TRUTH will
have been shared and be the servant it was intended
to be to higher MIND? It is always fun to
witness at what comes forth on graduation day or,
non-graduation day, whichever is achieved first.
You want revelations? Well, here they are being
dropped on your minds again. YOU WILL GET
EXACTLY WHAT YOU EXPECT TO GET.
CHANGE THE MIND AND YOU CAN AND
SHALL CHANGE THE WORLD.
God’s cosmic people are not insects nor are they
mutant turtles or monsters. They are simply figments
of warped fiction writers to either entertain immature
minds or willing terrorists. Satan presents monsters and
hideous images. God sends angels who will always
resemble the BEST ASPECT OF YOURSELF.
Know that when you defend someone with
“excuses” for whatever errors they have made,
including self, you are walking over your angels
in your thrust to serve evil. Excuses are excuses
and not REASONS and when YOU begin to
know the truth of this statement, I expect a lot of
old friends to “call home”. Angels are never
invasive, only available. And, no, the angels are
not considered the “hosts” of God—but perhaps
are better explained as “ambassadors” OF God
AND Hosts. A lot of you claim association and
yet I find that you can live with, work with, and
share with—and still overlook the presence of
same. Sometimes it is VERY DIFFICULT for an
angel to serve in a physical environment because
of those who CLAIM association with same.
Angels are very often very visible human
expressions doing a JOB while you turn into the path
of the egotistical pretenders. People, the sorting is
of SELF BY SELF. When you KNOW as much
through realization and continue the charade, you are
but a bungling pretender. Why? Because you are
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BORN KNOWING BETTER! THAT IS WHAT
COMES AT BIRTH INTO A NEW
EXPERIENCE. YOU ARE PROVIDED WITH
NATURAL KNOWING OF RIGHT AND
WRONG AND THIS IS WHY YOU HIDE FROM
SOME THINGS IN THE DARK PLACES.
Now, what exactly do you want as
“revelations”? If it is a rundown of activities having
matured as in “prophecies”—LOOK AROUND
YOU. If it is true “revelation” of what you might
call the “mysteries of God”, I might be able to help
you. All other things are “things” and mostly are
controlled and manipulated by MAN. The physical
world is one thing; the spiritual quite another.
YOU ARE BOTH, so what is it that you REALLY
REQUEST? Think about it, for I am not writing here
for MY benefit. I find it as boring as do some of you.
You have as many interpretations of
“Revelation” as there are presenters. Why
would I clutter with MORE? Will you take
action or just wait and see? The latter my friends,
the latter! I witness it over and over again.
If I say “Get ready”, you may or may not even
read the suggestion. A few will work like mad to
check supplies, water, food, bedding, and generally
check preparations depending on what I suggest.
However, it all fades as quickly and moves back into
the “moment” trying, usually, to figure out how best
NOT to do something or other. Human nature? Yes,
but it is a very difficult way to get anything constructive
accomplished. Everyone has their druthers and
excuses why something they don’t wish to do goes
undone. No, I am NOT picking on anyone, for this is
the practice of Man as has evolved in your world
today. There is a great searching and seeking of a
way to be a part of something without risk or real
participation with any kind of investment of self.
“Investment” is rarely “money”, readers.
I can example this: Global Alliance Investment
Association is NOT a “financial” investment house of
some kind. It is an investment of energy (of all sorts)
into an Alliance or an Association of people or nations
to present a better way to live on your globe.
We happen to base the program on something
established forever ago called the Phoenix Project.
It is somewhat akin to the Project Phoenix of SETI
and all the communication farce with
extraterrestrials which will again be pushed in your
faces for its attention distraction. First of all, SETI
looks for responses in a lower frequency band than
is utilized even in crude communications systems.
SO THE PURPOSE OF THOSE RADIO
DISHES IS NOT WHAT IS CLAIMED. WE DO
NOT HAVE DIFFICULTY COMMUNICATING
WITH ANYONE, ANYWHERE!
The big question that is asked is: “Do you
believe in...?” It doesn’t matter what you believe,
readers. Things either are or they are not, and by
a large majority, NOT. Any communications
systems that are not “thought” systems are too
primitive to consider for visiting aliens. Even
thought frequencies are too slow for recognition of
sound systems or visualization. Therefore, the
games are silly at best, nothing in scientific
recognition—nor is it intended for transmitting and
receiving communications with “aliens”. What you
“believe” is neither here nor there as to TRUTH or

KNOWING. Anyone who tells you otherwise is
dreaming on his/her own time, not REAL TIME.
Are there visitors from “out there” to “in here”?
Of course. How arrogant is man to think himself to be
the ONLY gift of life. It is equally arrogant to consider
“death” as some ending of the energy called soul.
Only a body changes as life force is removed
therefrom. Man does not experience “death”. A
physical housing experiences changes which you
choose to call death in your lack of knowledge, for it,
too, is only changed into energy form of one sort or
another—back into its original components of elemental
matter and energy. The man within, which is the
reflection of God, is that which is immortal. In either
event there is only change—not death. When you
come to this realization, then you will also come to
KNOW that there is joy, positive creative possibilities
AND GOD in every event or perception.
I would note that if the coming into
understanding and TRUTH causes you singularly to
be uncomfortable with your prior concepts, attitudes
and “side-taking”, GOOD! It is time, for goodness’
sake, that if you are going to acclaim insight, love
and light; that you get some of each. You claim
constantly to want to bring love and truth to this
hurting world and yes, there is a way to do that but
the responsibility of participation is yours: The only
hope now for saving your civilization is by
restoring a system of good ethics which will
rebuild character, bring forth honor, dignity, and
righteousness into/within the human race/species.
You always ask for a “revelation” of what
you WILL be when you make some kind of
transition? Well, how you handle and grow
within this present experience determines where
and who you will be in your next. You must
establish yourself and if need be, clean up your
act now, for you will not even recognize the
change if facts be known, when you take up the
soul experience—AGAIN. It is also too arrogant to
consider anyone who thinks he has but experienced
once and this is it! LIFE is not that simple, pilgrim.
However, man MUST WANT TO CHANGE or he
shall not. He also must come to realize that there
is something far greater to which to aspire than
contemplated by the present experience to be able
to understand or comprehend evolvement. YOU
did not come from fish nor fowl or from the
monkeys of the trees—you are the greatest
creation of singular form presented by CREATOR.
Have you been a good steward or custodian of
the miracles of creation placed before you?
Have you usurped, taken that which is NOT
yours, brought pain or hurt to others along your
way? WHY? Why have you done that? What
brings you to bring pain to other man or beast?
“Just good business” is a very egotistical
response. Do you simply “give” until you change
your mind when you have sworn a contract? Is
it another’s “fault” if you change your mind? Is
there no respect even for the laws which govern
your “business” activities? There is much to be
sorted and I am caused to stop and ask you if
you are really ready for more responsibilities.
Knowledge does NOT spring from
“wishful thinking”. KNOWLEDGE comes
from being responsible enough to learn all
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you can and more. I urge you to think
carefully about this statement, for GAIA is
not a hand-out program for the “wanting”—
and giving WRONG INFORMATION CAN
GET YOU INTO SHACKLES. I will not
protect you from your own ignorance when
you have access to facts and truth.
We are not here to serve your singular
“wish list”. We have been there and done
that and IT DID NOT WORK OUT WELL.
Are there guidelines for grading your level of
understanding, say, of the GAIA project/program?
Indeed, and anyone who still refers to the contract as
“certificate” DOES NOT UNDERSTAND THE
FIRST BASIC FUNDAMENTAL FACT.
You can get a hundred copies of some Peruvian
certificate, even 3392-181—and that will have no
meaning or relevance to our GAIA program. There is
a copy of that certificate in its original form signed by
Hurtado in your package of information. Neither do
other things which seem in demand have relevance but
it is all there, provided to allow intelligent understanding
of what IS IMPORTANT. Where were you in class
101-Understanding? Oh, “you” depend on me to sort
it out? Well, strangely enough I depend on you to
sort it out. People, some of you walked out on us,
not “we walked out on you”. Study this carefully.
You who are impatient and yet don’t understand
this program, please consider the little Filipino who has
to understand it in order to make it work with the
backing it needs. Well, they are “getting it” and are
starting to understand the value of working with us
toward a better end to their circumstances. By the
way: GOD MEANS SOMETHING PRETTY
SPECIAL TO THEM—AND THAT IS NOT A
RELIGION, IT IS TRUTH RECOGNIZED.
You who would get irritated at any kind of an
abrupt response to your ongoing questions coming
from lack of knowing what this GAIA is all about,
I suggest you rethink that supposition. You do the
wrong thing with something as intricate and large as
this program and a stay in the “put away” rehab
program could be very long, indeed. Just calling our
documents as “certificate” is the first and serious
misrepresentation. We present a global nightmare.
That in itself is sad because we present nothing
except a better way—for “them” included.
Work as hard as you can to perfect
whatever product or program you have
working—and it will have its opportunity for
expression. Just shifting a bunch of money
around among manipulative business entities
is NOT the name of the game now or ever.
I can work with anyone but few of the
“Elite” want my participation—KNOW IT.
We experience and gain all possibilities from the
now but we must also prepare “as if” for tomorrow
and utilize that potential to move forward.
Look for God in the small things as well as
the miracle that knocks you down. Most miracles
will not even be recognized in the moment but are
easily seen as you look back at some of the
experiences YOU have expressed.
GOD IS GOOD EVEN THOUGH LIFE IS
NOT “FAIR”.
Salu, GCH
dharma
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The News Desk
By John & Jean Ray
VIRGINA BEACH MAY BE NEXT
TO INSTALL FACE-SCANNING CAMERAS
By Agnes Blum, The Virginian-Pilot, 7/8/01
VIRGINIA BEACH—Instead of relying on officers
who may harbor prejudices about hair style, skin color or
clothing, the software would compare less subjective
traits: the distance between the tip of the nose and
the bottom lip, the circumference of one’s irises, and
the distance between the pupils, for example.
Virginia Beach will learn next week if it will
become the nation’s second city—Tampa, Florida was
the first—to use facial-recognition software to help
officers snare criminals and find runaways, police said.
New software that can analyze a face may transform the
sometimes imprecise art of identifying criminals—comparing
mug shots to people on the street—into a science, police say.
The Beach has used closed-circuit TV cameras to watch
the Oceanfront from the 2nd Police Precinct since 1993,
largely for checking traffic and observing crowds.
Under the new system, the 10 cameras would feed
images of people as they strolled along the Oceanfront to
monitors, where the software would sort faces against a
database of mugshots, looking for a match, said Capt.
Gregory G. Mullen of the Special Investigations Department.
Beach police said the database includes about
2,500 outstanding felony warrants as well as pictures
of runaways and missing people, he said.
The software generally works by creating a “map” of
the face and then identifying 80 distinctive points. To
achieve a match, 14 of those points must align with a
database picture, often a mugshot, Mullen said.
By comparison, fingerprints only require 11 points
to match the whorls and ridges that make up each
person’s unique print.
Once the computer spits out a match, an officer at the 2nd
precinct would radio an officer on the street for further action.
“A match will not give officers probable cause to arrest,”
Mullen said. “Only enough to stop and question them.”
In laboratory tests, under ideal lighting, the
software had a 99.3 percent accuracy rate. It is
unknown what the accuracy rate would be on the
streets with varying weather and lighting conditions.
“It’s no different than a policeman holding a mug shot
in his hand on the corner as people go by,” said Police
Chief A.M. Jacocks. “In fact, it’s more efficient.”
It is not clear how the new technology will be
accepted by the courts once someone is arrested
because of computer identification.
Several vacationers at the Oceanfront said that
while public safety is a priority, they would be
concerned about cases of mistaken identity.
“There are plenty of people that look alike,” said Sterling
Harris of Richmond, as he paused outside a shop on
Atlantic Avenue on Thursday. “I hope they don’t sit
behind the cameras looking for people to mess with.”
Police insisted that the opposite is true. Allowing
a computer program to identify someone takes the
human error out of the equation, Mullen said.
But Kent Willis, director of the Virginia American
Civil Liberties Union, worries about privacy implications
and the Big Brother overtones. “This is simply the
newest in a long series of new technologies that allow
the government to invade our private space,” said Willis.
Photographing people as they lick ice cream on the
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$50 billion in government bonds—and the Federal Reserve
adds $50 billion to the government’s checking account.
Seems reasonable. But there is a catch. Where
does the Federal Reserve get the $50 billion to put
into the government’s checking account?
It creates it out of nothing, with a keystroke. The
bonds and the interest due on them are paid for with taxes,
which is to say the sweat and labor of the American people.
In the meantime, to stay with our example, $50 billion
in new money has been put into the system. In addition
to that, the Federal Reserve can manipulate the economy.
To put more money into the system, always in the
form of debt at interest, it lowers interest rates; to
take money out of the system, it raises interest rates.
But always the Federal Reserve acts in the interests of
banks—not in the interests of the people or the country.
Ignorant reporters have recently elevated the
current Federal Reserve chairman, Alan Greenspan, to
folk-hero status. Nothing is more absurd.
Still, as another American hero said, “Stupid is as stupid
does.”—Charley Reese; creese@orlandosentinel.com

Boardwalk is similar to dusting park benches and other
public surfaces for fingerprints, he said. The motive may be
admirable but the result is the same—government invading
people’s privacy and collecting information on citizens.
The police said they would toss out any pictures
that didn’t match, but Willis called those promises
slippery. Once the police started using the technology,
they might decide it would be helpful to keep photos on file.
“There’s a long history of government abusing
information it has gathered,” Willis said.
Private industries, such as casinos and check-cashing
businesses, have used facial recognition technology for
years, but the software garnered nationwide attention when
it was used on more than 100,000 faces at the Super Bowl
last year without people’s knowledge. No arrests were made.
RAELIANS MAY SUE FDA OVER HUMAN CLONING
Beach police will hear next week whether they’ll get
a $150,000 grant—they will ask the City Council to chip
By Chriss Swaney, Reuters, 7/9/01
in $50,000. If the money comes through, the program
should be up and running by spring of 2002.
PITTSBURGH—The lead scientist of a UFO cult that
“It’ll be worth it if they get the right people,” said believes life on Earth was genetically engineered by visitors
Michelle Porter-Loftin, as she shopped with her two from outer space says she may go to court to protect her
children at the Oceanfront. “Makes me wonder. I’d human cloning project from U.S. government scrutiny.
be worried about mistaken identity. We’ll see.”
Brigitte Boisselier, a French biochemist who belongs to
the international Raelian Movement, told Reuters on
THE FEDERAL RESERVE IS ALL ABOUT STUPIDITY Tuesday that her company Clonaid still plans to produce a
cloned child within the next year despite a recent
crackdown by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.
By Charley Reese, The Orlando Sentinel, 7/9/01
“I do not want to infringe on the law. But we may have
In the late 1960s, you could buy four or five heavy bags to go to federal court to challenge the jurisdiction of FDA
of groceries at a supermarket for about $17. Today, you can agents, or any ruling that would hurt us from cloning a human
carry $17 worth groceries in a plastic sack hooked around being,” said Boisselier, who is Clonaid’s science director.
your little finger. Ever wondered why the change?
Rael, the leader of the Swiss-based Raelian
It’s simple. Our currency has been devalued. When a Movement, founded Clonaid in the Bahamas with a
nation’s currency is devalued, businesses and professions group of investors in 1997, the same year that Scottish
can raise prices and fees to compensate for the loss of scientists announced the cloning of the sheep Dolly.
value. It’s the working men and women who get the shaft.
The Raelians, who are atheists, view cloning as the
America’s money and credit system is deliberately means for humankind to achieve eternal life and said at the
confusing. The people who designed it were logically afraid time of Clonaid’s launch that the service would offer infertile
that if people understood it, they would never put up with it. or homosexual couples the chance to have children.
Boisselier said Clonaid has two labs, one near
Let’s start with the money in your pocket.
You will notice that it is a Federal Reserve Note. It is Syracuse, New York and another at an undisclosed
redeemable in nothing. It is backed up by nothing. Its site outside the United States.
exchange value, or purchasing power, is determined by the
The potential for human cloning, which aims to
volume in circulation in comparison with the goods and reproduce human beings by inserting their DNA into
services available at any given time. What makes the scam unfertilized eggs, has been widely condemned on moral
possible are those 11 little words tucked away in small type: grounds and banned in some parts of the globe.
CONCERNS RAISED
“This note is legal tender for all debts, public and private.”
Without a legal-tender law, people could defend
BY RESEARCHERS AND ETHICISTS
themselves against devaluation by simply switching to
Some researchers and ethicists also have raised concerns
gold or silver or even to a more-stable foreign currency, because of a high rate of failures and deformities among
such as the Swiss franc. In the early days of the Republic, the animal clones that have followed in Dolly’s wake.
“I have had death threats, but I continue to pursue my
there were many different kinds of money in use.
The next step in figuring all this out is to realize that the goal of making science work for the improvement of mankind,”
Federal Reserve System is a privately-owned central bank. It said Boisselier, who maintains that her private company has a
was made confusing deliberately. There are 12 regional philosophical link but no economic ties with the Raelians.
Federal Reserve Banks, each one private and owned by the
“We are doing nothing wrong. We are trying to
commercial banks. As in George Orwell’s Animal Farm, all the help mankind. And we are not going to be stopped,
Federal Reserve Banks are equal, but the New York Federal even if I have to take a bullet,” she added.
In the United States, the FDA has said that human
Reserve Bank is more equal than the others are. It handles the
government bonds, and its president has a permanent seat on cloning experiments need its approval, which the agency
the Federal Reserve Board. This board, whose members are will not give for the time being because of safety
appointed by the president, is a quasi-governmental concerns. Members of Congress, concerned that FDA
organization. More quasi than governmental, I assure you. authority does not go far enough, have introduced
So here is how your money is devalued. When Congress legislation to ban human cloning for reproduction.
FDA officials inspected Clonaid’s Syracuse lab after
wants to spend $50 billion more than it collects in taxes, it goes
to the Federal Reserve. The government gives the Federal Reserve Boisselier testified about the company’s activities before a
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congressional panel in March. An FDA spokesman said she has
agreed in writing not to conduct human cloning experiments or
pursue research involving human eggs in the United States.
But Boisselier, who is now traveling the country and
speaking to journalists in hopes of drumming up public
support for cloning, said she will not be deterred.
“I have five scientists working around the clock,” she
said. “(Human cloning) may happen here in the United States,
or at our other lab. It all depends on how we and our work
are accepted in this country—and how we progress with our
plan to have a child cloned within the next year or so.”
Billed as the world’s largest UFO-related nonprofit
group with 55,000 members in 84 countries, the Raelian
Movement claims that ancient extraterrestrial scientists,
whom the Bible refers to as Elohim, created all life on
Earth through genetic engineering, including human
beings whom they made in their own image.
Group founder Rael was formerly known as French
journalist Claude Vorilhon before he reported being
contacted by the Elohim in 1973.
“I know that usually people laugh at that. But, to me,
this scientific creation theory is probably the most rational
one—not believing in any almighty God, not believing in
evolution without explaining the links,” Boisselier said.
“We do not plan to create an army of clones but
rather we want to help families who have lost children
or want desperately to have a child,” she added. “I
want to use science for the creation of life, not death.
I want to make babies, not bombs.”
Recent press reports have said that Clonaid’s financial
backers include a couple whose baby died at 10 months and who
hope their child can be reproduced through human cloning.
“I know there have been ethical issues raised about
cloning. But within 10 years, cloning will be available to
everyone,” she said. [MM: I’m sure David Rockefeller,
Henry Kissinger, George Bush, et al. will be overjoyed
hearing about this NEW TECHNOLOGICAL revelation!]
FALLON’S NOTES ON ISOFLAVONES
ACRES U.S.A., May 2001
Are phytoestrogens a panacea or a poison? Sally
Fallon and her co-author, Mary G. Enig, Ph.D.,
presented some astounding findings at the Third
International Symposium, relying on soybean use in
bird feed as a base for discussion.
First, it is noted that the male species of tropical birds
live with drab colors until the spectrum emerges at maturity.
New Zealand bird breeders put their birds on soybean
protein. The birds “colored up” after only a few months.
Feed fabricators took pride in the fact that parrots “colored
up” in weeks, not months and years. The price for this
plumage wasn’t paid to the provender, but in diminished
fertility, stunted, deformed and stillborn babies, and faltering
longevity. As a consequence, aviary populations declined,
as did the bottom line. Bone problems, goiter, immune
system cancellation and pathological behavior followed.
Necropsy examination revealed organ disintegration.
The findings recited here were transported to human
babies fed soy formulas in the wake of hype equating
GMO soy products as the wave of the future.
The inventory of mischief linked to soy consumption
includes infertility, cancer and leukemia. Genistein in
soy can cause endocrine destruction in animals.
Needless to say, the bird feed mentioned above
was loaded with phytoestrogens.
Japanese researchers have found that as little as
30 grains (2 tablespoons) of soy per day for a month
resulted in thyroid-stimulating hormones.
Constipation, fatigue and lethargy were noted.
Far from being a health food, the use of meat extender
in hamburger has the estrogen effect of “the pill”
for each 100 grams, according to Swiss researchers.

Too much soy blocks calcium, according to the
Fallon and associates paper. It can cause vitamin D
deficiencies. Substitution of soy oil for butter has
been indicted as a cause of osteoporosis.
Isoflavones in infant formula, courtesy of the GMO
soybean, give 25 percent of U.S. exclusively bottle-fed
infants the estrogenic equivalent of five birth control
pills a day. By way of contrast, almost no phytoestrogens
are detected in cow’s milk or human milk.
Fallon believes soy will one day join tobacco,
fluoride, and toxic technology as a class action big
enough to topple administrations, even governments.
Anything less will see civilization go into a decline
reminiscent of the Dark Ages. [MM: For ACRES U.S.A.
subscription information call 1-800-355-5313 toll-free.]
COMMENT ON THE PERCY SCHMEISER DECISION
By E. Ann Clark, ACRES U.S.A., May 2001
E. Ann Clark, a professor of plant agriculture at
the University of Guelph in Ontario, Canada, offers
her perspective on the Canadian federal court ruling
against Percy Schmeiser.
To all the farmers and farm organizations that applauded the
prosecution of Schmeiser two years ago and have since sat back
and watched him swinging in the wind waiting for judgment:
a. He was not found guilty of brown bagging or
improperly buying or stealing Monsanto seed—indeed,
those highly publicized allegations were dropped at the
actual hearing stage due to a complete lack of evidence;
b. He was found guilty of having Monsanto
genetics on his land;
c. It’s doubtful whether there’s a farm anywhere
in western Canada that does not have Monsanto
Roundup Ready canola seed in its soil;
d. If you have it, you are to call Monsanto and they
are to come out and deal with it. How, pray tell, are they
going to do this—by plucking out the offending plants
one by one—for up to 10 years after each contamination
event occurred (canola seed can remain dormant under
western Canadian conditions, including no-till)—during
which time you are disallowed from growing canola
because if you do, and volunteer Monsanto canola
emerges, sets seed, and shatters, it all starts over again?
e. Is Monsanto going to come out to your fields
not just in the spring prior to planting, but
throughout the season, because canola can germinate
anytime? Are they going to absorb all costs of these
service calls, or will they charge you for it?
f. If you have it—and you call Monsanto to come
and clean out your Monsanto genetics—what is to stop
them from prosecuting you, as they did Schmeiser?
g. If you do not join in an appeal of this decision—and
ensure that the judge that hears the appeal has at least a
rudimentary understanding of plant reproductive biology and
has heard of StarLink corn and that a scientifically sound
and defensible decision is made—then you deserve what
will most surely happen to you and your neighbors.
To put this into a perspective that everyone can
visualize, imagine that the government were to come up with
a new law, stating a) that all male calves shall remain intact
(not castrated) and b) that all fences must come down.
Imagine further that two-thirds of these calves
carry a deleterious trait that reduces the valuation of
their progeny. Consider the chaos that would result
in the beef and dairy industries.
This is an apt analogy for what government has done
by prematurely authorizing the release of transgenic,
open-pollinated crops—like corn and canola. Pollen moves,
as do bulls. There is no way to build a fence high enough
to keep pollen—whether from StarLink corn or from
herbicide-tolerant canola—from moving into your land from

neighboring fields. Pollen carries transgenic as well as
natural traits, and two-thirds of the canola sown in Canada
last year was herbicide-tolerant. Pollen has always moved,
but for the first time in history, pollen carries deleterious
traits—both because of the traits themselves but also
because the pollen carries proprietary genes.
Wake up folks, and see the writing on the wall, as
revealed by this remarkably incomprehensible judgment.—
E. Ann Clark, Associate Professor of Plant Agriculture,
University of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario, Canada
FALLING BANKS & RISING GOLD
By Clif Droke, gold-eagle.com (Gold Digest), 7/16/01
U.S. banks approach the “zero hour”;
gold, discounting news, to soar in value
The recent hostile takeover attempt between Sun Trust,
First Union and Wachovia underscores a problem that will
soon become America’s worst nightmare involving a domino
of U.S. banking house collapses in 2002 and beyond.
The issue in question is one that is making great
waves throughout the banking sector and headlines in
the financial press. It centers around the bid made by
First Union Corp. (FTU) in April to acquire Wachovia
Corp. (WB), a major southeastern region bank for $14
billion. In May, the Board of Directors of Sun Trust
Banks (STI) countered First Union’s proposal with a
$14.4 billion merger proposal of its own. Sun Trust Banks,
headquartered in Atlanta, Ga., is the nation’s ninth-largest
commercial banking organization. SunTrust has total assets
of $103.7 billion versus $171 billion for First Union.
As testimony to the acrimonious nature of the corporate
battle, First Union has taken out a full-page advertisement
in newspapers across the Southeast. The ads urge
Wachovia shareholders to vote for the Wachovia/First
Union merger via proxy. Such extreme tactics from normally
staunch and conservative financial institutions highlight the
high stakes involved, not only for this proposed merger in
particular, but for the entire U.S. banking sector in general.
The battle for Wachovia has spilled over into the law
courts, with First Union filing suit against Sun Trust over its
hostile takeover bid. The Federal Reserve Board is being
dragged into the midst of the duel. Even Wall Street analysts
are in on the action, issuing statements to the effect that
one or other of the two warring factions has the greater
chance of taking control of Wachovia. The war of words at
this point is moot, however. The battle has already been
decided, and it will become official when it is announced that
Sun Trust has gained control over Wachovia.
Wachovia was saved from certain collapse by its two
warring suitors, one of which (Sun Trust) will rescue it from
the financial oblivion it was certain to face within one year
had it not been targeted for takeover. The battle over
Wachovia is part of a much bigger battle being waged
across the entire banking sector as dozens of banking
establishments, including some well-known major regional
banks, face certain destruction in 2002. In anticipation of this
wave of bank failures, several high-ranking board members of
various banks have already announced untimely retirements.
What you are reading now is an advance version of what you
will be positively pelted with next year in news headlines
around the country. It concerns massive derivatives exposure
on the precipice of unwinding as well as major scandals
involving illicit financial investments. Call it “Bank Scam”.
A comprehensive analysis of most major U.S. bank
portfolios will show what the primary catalyst for this
chain-collapse event will be. It centers mainly around
the fact that funds from U.S. depositors are being used,
quite illicitly by several major banking institutions for
financing numerous communist Chinese enterprises,
including huge infusions of cash to Chinese military
operations. In short, U.S. bank depositors are unwittingly
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funding the “Great Red Dragon” for the Chinese menace.
To add insult to injury, China continues to receive
openly favorable political and economic treatment from
the U.S. government and most recently was gifted with
being chosen as the host country for the 2008 Olympics
(History repeats! Once again America’s #1 military foe
ends up getting to host an Olympiad just before major
war breaks out (e.g., Nazi Germany in 1936). Based on
recent events-most prominently one of our top-secret
military planes captured by China and returned piecemeal
to the U.S. in humiliating fashion—it is obvious that the
President, his administration and the Congress will be
forced to kowtow to Chinese government demands from
here out. All of this was made possible by the hardearned savings and deposits of the U.S. citizen.
We now know which banks are going to go
down… not merely banks which are “vulnerable” to
collapse, but banks which are actually going to
collapse and are merely keeping up appearances
until the fateful “zero hour” approaches.
Citigroup © is one bank up to its eyeballs in the
use of domestic bank deposits for illicit purposes. The
banking establishment was fortunate to overcome a
major scandal a couple of years back when two of
Mexico’s top drug kingpins were caught in a moneylaundering scheme involving Citigroup. The bank is also
involved in the China scandal and cover-up and will
undoubtedly be granted top priority status from the Fed as
it moves to protect one of its major banks from the coming
domino-collapse of smaller banking houses next year.
The larger banks that are in danger of collapsing are
being made the target for mergers and hostile takeover
attempts, such as the one presently involving Wachovia.
In other bank-related news, on July 1, a new law
went into effect called the Financial Modernization Act,
a.k.a., “Know Your Customers”. It may just as well be
the “Know Your Enemies Act”, since banks treat their
customers in the aggregate as enemies whose money
they steal and use against their best interests. The
legislation allows banks and all other U.S. financial
institutions to share information with each other
regarding their clients, i.e., U.S. citizens. They will be
able to sell this information for their own financial
benefit—a multi-billion dollar use of our personal data.
The U.S. banking scandal has been brewing for many
years and only now is it about to come to a head.
Americans have been conned by the banking scam of
lending their hard-earned money to internationalists who use
their money to fund communist military, economic and
government projects against their own best interest as
Americans. In return they are given pathetic interest returns
for the “privilege” of lending the scam artists money to
invest in irresponsible and anti-American ventures.
Moreover, the customer gets lousy service, is
practically treated like a potential criminal at the teller
line, and has limitations on how much of his or her
own money can be withdrawn at a single transaction.
As the U.S. banking system prepares for its worst
nightmare in 2002—and as the government prepares to
lead us into a wartime economy—you are faced with a
set of monumentally important decisions. What will you
do to prepare? Gold—or lack thereof—is one reason
why U.S. banks are about to fail en masse. Get your
funds out of banks and into gold. Gold, in the years to
come, will be the prime monetary asset as the U.S. dollar
and most equities crumble in value. There will also be
value and safety in a financial portfolio composed of
select precious and base metal mining/fabricating stocks,
certain commodities and, of course, physical gold itself.
The key is knowing what to buy and when to buy it.
It is time to de-fund U.S. banks and “repatriate” our
money—to our own pockets and out of internationalist, procommunist, anti-American hands. It’s time Americans sent
an emphatic message to the major banks. And since the

only message that bankers understand is the message of
money, let’s take our hard-earned money away from the
bankers and take control of over our own finances rather
than entrusting it to them. If you do not take charge of
your finances, you face a high chance of losing it anyway
as the great bank collapse begins in earnest in 2002. You
owe it to your country, to your families, and to yourself.—
Clif Droke is the editor of the weekly Internet Stock Forecast
(www.istockforecast.com) newsletter and the author of
several books on trading and technical analysis, including
Technical Analysis Simplified and Moving Averages
Simplified (Traders Library). cdroke9819@aol.com
GOLD POTPOURRI
By Robert Chapman,
gold-eagle.com (Gold Digest), 7/16/01
The U.S. Treasury adamantly continues to refuse to
explain why 1,700 tons of the Treasury’s gold bullion reserve
was reclassified custodial gold in August of last year. It
wouldn’t even honor the requests for an answer from
senators and representatives. A new development is that
gold at mint locations is now either called deep storage or
working stock and is labeled Treasury-owned gold. This, of
course, is verbal legerdemain or semantics, otherwise known
as evasion and obfuscation. This leads us to believe that all
or part of our gold is being held for others. We see this as
an extension of a government that holds itself above the law.
Any silly excuse will do to keep the masses shut up.
The reflection of a totalitarian fascist government,
unanswerable to anyone. We expect Treasury Secretary
O’Neill would work quite comfortably in a Nazi SS uniform.
The manipulation of gold cannot go on indefinitely.
You can’t vaporize a short position of over 15,000 tons.
As the criminality continues, gold mines all over the
world are shutting down. If this continues, production
will fall and upward pressure will surge forward forcing
prices higher. We expect in the fall we will hear from the
Federal Court in Boston whether Reg Howe’s lawsuit
will go to trial. If it does not, you will have then been
put on notice that the court system is not at the
public’s disposal to pursue redress. If that becomes
reality, we than have but one course to follow.
St. Petersburg, Russia, July 9, 2001 (A&G news via
Comtex?) The gold coins minted in the ’20s are now a
legitimate means of payment along with the coins minted
after January 1, 1998. As a result, Russia obtained a new
financial tool, capable of becoming an alternative of a dollar.
The gold pieces of the Bank of Russia have a higher degree
of liquidity than collectible coins also minted by the Bank of
Russia. Firstly, paragraph 149 of the second part of the Tax
Code allows the VAT exemption to the operations involving
the gold pieces. Secondly, the Central Bank (CB) intends to
regularly quote the gold pieces. From the CB press release
it becomes clear that commercial banks will be the first ones
to receive precious coins from its deposits and will make
regular deals with the clients based upon current quotations.
The Bank of England threw away more wealth of the
long-suffering British citizen having held their latest gold
auction. 643,600 ounces or about 20 metric tons were sold
at a price of $267.25 an ounce. The auction was
oversubscribed by 4 to 1.
The last auction’s
oversubscription was 3.77 times. As a result gold was up
$1.80 on the day and shares were up 3.5 to 4%.
London Bullion Market Association monthly gold
clearing turnover figures for June fell 28.5% from the
previous month, the LBMA said Thursday. The daily
average value fell sharply as well, down 29.5% from
May at $5.5 billion, based on a monthly average fixing
of $270.4167 a troy ounce. The number of transfers
did not decline so sharply, dropping 10% to 844.
Our sources tell us there is tremendous support
for gold at $265 an ounce. The gold syndicate is
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there catching not reaching as yet. Lease rates are
back to 1%, so there is a big bank—offering rates.
It could be as a last resort that the U.S. Treasury
may be the offeree, secretly disposing of America’s
gold in order to keep the monetary system afloat.
The South African Miners Union, NUM, may go on
strike for the first time in 14 years. This would have a
dramatic effect on production supply wherein S. Africa
produces 25% of the world’s gold. It would have a
salutary effect on gold prices, but could be devastating
to South African mining share prices, at least
temporarily. The Union is well aware of the elitist
manipulation of gold prices. Miners are paid $128 a
month and they are demanding $213 a month. A raise of
this magnitude could shut some mines down and make
surviving mine shares less attractive. Meetings are being
held this week and we suspect they will cause higher
gold prices. As you know we are in our 4 th short of
the S. African rand. The weaker rand causes inflation and
thus demands for higher pay to maintain living standards.
Silver Bonanza: How to Profit from
the Coming Bull Market in Silver
This classic book by James U. Blanchard III and
Franklin Sanders was published in 1993 by Jefferson
Financial, and originally sold for as much as $75 a copy.
Since silver hit $50 per ounce in 1980, the market has
had a few spurts up, only to disappoint the bulls.
Now there are signs the market could take off
again, and this book provides a comprehensive
overview of the opportunity. A complete history of
this amazing metal is discussed, including the supply
deficit situation, how consumption exceeds mine
production by a wide margin, and why demand keeps
increasing because of silver’s amazing properties.
Las Cristinas and Venezuela
North American investor speculations are running high
on news of a special speech on Venezuelan mining projects
and developments to be delivered next Monday afternoon
(July 16) by Energy & Mines (MEM) Minister Alvaro Silva
Calderon. The key speech will come just 24 hours after a
one-year extension of a Mineras Las Cristinas (MINCA)
joint venture contract between the Venezuelan Guayana
Corporation (CVG) and Canadian gold miner Placer Dome
(PDG) runs out on July 15. PDG has already officially
informed the Venezuelan government of its decision not to
proceed on the Las Cristinas project where it had written off
its investment more than a year ago. Meanwhile,
Vancouver-based Crystallex International Corporation (KRY),
recognized as the legitimate owner of the Las Cristinas 4 &
6 sections of South America’s reputedly richest gold
reserves, has been in talks with senior government officials
on a multi-million-dollar plan to reactivate LC and other
Venezuelan goldmines with the least possible delay.
(Monday, July 9, 2001?) VheadlineNews.
Las Cristinas: CVG to Ditch Placer Dome—Venezuela—
Friday, July 13, 2001 Venezuela’s state-owned heavy
industry holding, CVG, has decided to end an agreement with
Vancouver-based Placer Dome (NYSE: PDG) covering the
Las Cristinas gold project in southeast Venezuela’s Bolivar
state, CVG president Francisco Rangel Gomez said.
“CVG has taken a decision, but we will announce
it to the board on Saturday before going public. Las
Cristinas is going ahead, but not with Placer Dome,”
he said in a statement issued late Thursday.
The official deadline to decide whether to proceed
with the 70:30 joint venture between Pacer Dome and
CVG’s gold unit Minerven is this Sunday (July 15).
Placer suspended construction of Las Cristinas,
potentially one of Latin America’s largest gold mines,
two years ago because of low prices. Gold has rarely
been above U.S.$280/oz since, against U.S.$330/oz or
more during earlier work on the project.
CVG subsequently agreed to two 12-month
suspensions on construction with Placer maintaining its
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share in the venture. Under the original plan,
development would cost U.S.$575 million for
570,000Mozpy [MM: Mozpy: million ounce potential
yield?] gold production plus “significant” copper credits.
In the meantime Crystallex (Amex: KRY), also based in
Vancouver, has pursued its legal claims to ownership of
concessions 4 & 6 at Las Cristinas. Speculation has
increased that a court settlement of the issue is imminent.
Crystallex has a three-stage mining plan for Las Cristinas,
and says it has maintained close ties with CVG. The first
U.S.$150 million phase could start immediately if a court ruling
goes in its favor, the company says. CVG has set up a
working team with Crystallex to analyze the proposals.
No one at either Placer Dome or Crystallex was
immediately available for comment. BNamericas.com
In a major last-minute, Placer Dome (PDG) facesaving ploy, the Canadian mining giant has issued a
press release late Friday afternoon July 13, 2001,
announcing that it has sold its shares in Placer Dome de
Venezuela C.A. (PDV) to a subsidiary of Vanessa
Ventures. Interestingly enough, Vanessa director Luca
M. Riccio is also vice president in charge of exploration at
Crystallex International Corporation (KRY).—THE
INTERNATIONAL FORECASTER, An international financial,
economic, political and social commentary. Published and
Edited by: Bob Chapman. FOR A FREE INTRODUCTORY
COPY GO TO: Robert Chapman bif4653@home.com
RECESSION, WHAT RECESSION?
By Doug McIntosh, gold-eagle.com (Gold Digest), 7/18/01
The American economy will have collapsed before the
powers that be admit there is even a problem. You have to
admire Mr. Magoo and his comic relief team in their fetishlike refusal to say the R word. Mr. Magoo may be old and
in my opinion exhibiting early stages of what I call Mad
Economist Disease, but the man is going to play his cards
until he falls into the abyss. Unlike Wily Coyote of
Roadrunner cartoon fame, when the American economy and
Mr. Magoo go over the Grand Canyon ledge it will hurt. No
cartoon-like puff of dirt when the economy smashes into the
ground. No Wily Coyote getting up out of a six-foot crater
and dusting himself off. Nope, this time Wily will need a
Medevac helicopter and swift access to a trauma center.
You would never know the American economy is even
struggling by reading the mainline New World Order media.
Oh sure, if you have the time and willingness, like I do on
your behalf, to actually read the whole article you find out
the truth. Or at least the rumors behind the news as Fireside
Theater used to say back in my youth. You will find out
things like American manufacturing jobs now equal the level
of 1965 for instance. Things like manufacturing capacity is
around 77%, or the index is way below 50%, or
manufacturing has been in technical recession for the last
eight months. The economic reality expressed by these
facts is usually glossed over with a thin veneer of optimism
that things will soon get better. Now that the mythical
second-half recovery has failed to appear we are being told
we need to wait till 2002. After the 2002 first-half recovery
doesn’t appear we will dutifully be told to wait for the
second half. By that time we should all be living in debtor’s
prisons and eating Top Ramen Noodles over our dog food.
The summer travel season hasn’t turned out quite as
planned either. It seems airlines are not selling tickets,
hotels and motels are not selling rooms and people are
actually cutting back spending on travel and tourism.
Not to worry say the bulls because none of this
objective economic reality will show up in reduced
earnings for the companies providing these services.
And certainly, the bulls assure us, not in their stocks. I
guess you have to be a doom-and-gloomer to realize
reduced corporate earnings lead to a reduced stock price.
Life is strange and mysterious in many ways. One of

the ways it’s strange is the sudden ethical purity of Wall
Street stock researchers. How many television ads have I
seen touting the honesty and integrity of stock researchers
in the last few weeks? My personal favorite is the one where
the guy looks straight in the camera and says “buy means
buy and sell means sell”. Not exactly. Buy means whatever
stock the Wall Street Firm is pushing and sell means
whatever stock they have already gotten out of so they
don’t care. Interesting that a wave of lawsuits is now
heading towards Wall Street brokerage firms, charging
investors were manipulated and conned. Not that I
think Wall Street and the stock market is corrupt or
rigged or anything mind you. If it were corrupt and
rigged it would be like the precious metals market,
and we know the government would never allow that.
It must be a character defect of mine that I actually think
qualities like honor, integrity and truthfulness actually matter
out here in the real world. So it’s with a sense of morbid
fascination I watch the circling of the wagons on Wall
Street. The Lords of Wall Street and corporate America are
starting to get nervous at the prospect of a post-bubble
society. The corrupt status quo has been very good to
them and they are worried the rabble will get roused once
the economy gets really bad. The elite control the
politicians, judges, media and the rest of the system now.
What they are worried about is a genuine Great
Depression that shakes people out of their apathy and
reawakens their lust for placing blame. It’s a historical
fact that the elite in charge at the time of the 1929 stock
market crash and ensuing Great Depression didn’t fare
too well. Once the unemployment rate goes over 10%
even the dazed and confused American populace will
start to get restless. The American people will tolerate
almost anything as long as the economy is good, but
when the economy is bad, they will tolerate nothing.
The Great Economic Withering is what I’ve decided to
call it. It’s been going on for nearly thirty years in terms of
declining fiat-money purchasing power. In August 1971
President Nixon committed economic treason by repudiating
the gold standard. The 30th shameful anniversary is soon
upon us. In that 30 years the purchasing value of the fiat
dollar has declined nearly 700% by my feeble reckoning for
the things that actual people really use. Not the fantasy
figures released by the economic jesters in the Labor
Department, but the cars, houses, food and entertainment
people buy. For instance, in 1972 we bought a Ford 1-ton
truck for $4000; anybody think you could get it for under
$30,000 now? By my reckoning, the American people have
been sodomized by the Federal Reserve and the hack
politicians and are too stupid to even notice.
People are starting to notice even crap jobs are
getting harder to find. They are noticing their 401k plans
are losing money and stocks have lost big money. At
what point the debt-fueled economic fantasy comes to a
grinding halt is unclear. But it will all come crashing
down around our debt-bound heads one of these days.
Charles Dickens once said that “to own a man’s debt is
to own the man”. Words to the wise in these days of
political squalor, economic debauchery and a looming
MidEast war. Look to your defenses, economic, physical
and spiritual and then enjoy life as best you can.
FOUR CHINESE INSPECTORS KILLED
AFTER FINDING SUB-STANDARD MEAT
chblue.com, 7/18/01
SHENYANG (Reuters)—Chinese police have arrested a
butcher accused of hacking to death four food inspectors
and seriously wounding three after they confiscated
his meat, newspapers and officials said on Friday.
It took 700 policemen 14 hours to catch Guan
Jiadong, 35, who fled on a motorbike after running
amok, chasing terrified inspectors down the street

with a long knife in each hand and turning back at one
point to hack at two writhing in blood, they said.
About 50 inspectors going over an open-air market in the
northeastern city of Shenyang on Thursday morning found
Guan did not have a license for his stall and deemed his meat
not up to standard, the Liaoshen Evening News said.
It quoted witnesses as saying the outraged butcher
plunged into the group and struck down one inspector.
The other inspectors fled with Guan chasing them
down the street, hacking and stabbing at them, the
witnesses were quoted as saying.
Police confirmed four inspectors lay dead as Guan
dropped his knives and rode off. Hospital officials
said the three wounded sustained serious wounds but
were in stable condition.
“We brought him in last night and he is now
being interrogated,” said one police official. “He
does not appear to be mentally ill.”
“The punishment for such serious crimes is
usually quick and severe,” the police official said,
suggesting Guan would be executed if found guilty.
GATA AUTHOR ARTHUR HAILEY APPEALS TO
FOX NEWS’ O’REILLY TO REVIEW GOLD ISSUE
GATAComm@aol.com, 7/20/01
Dear Friend of GATA and Gold:
The author Arthur Hailey, a longtime supporter of
GATA, has sent the letter below to Fox News’ Bill O’Reilly,
and we couldn’t be more grateful.—CHRIS POWELL,
Secretary/Treasurer, Gold Anti-Trust Action Committee Inc.
July 19, 2001
Dear Bill:
Since your kindly and generous reference to me on
Page 139 of your book The O’Reilly Factor, I have
basked in countless congratulations, including many
from people I do not know and will probably never see.
I have also become a devotee of your excellent TV
program, frequently agreeing with you, though not
always—but you don’t expect that anyway, since you are
a living legend for the belief in free thought and speech.
Anyway, I take the liberty of bringing up a subject—gold.
For a long time now, I have been a strong and
active supporter of GATA and its chairman, Bill
Murphy and believe the time is coming when Murphy
will be regarded as both a hero and one who has
protected the ethics of sound money internationally.
And, yes, I am a strong believer in gold, and am
convinced there has been—and still is in existence—
a strong program to hold the price, unethically and
unconstitutionally, down.
An old book of mine (circa 1975), The
Moneychangers, which has already appeared in multimillions of copies worldwide, is shortly to be republished
and—in a new Author’s Foreword—I have written:
“There are some who believe—and this author is one—
that the only real, honest money that has ever existed is
based on gold, a fact that the history of centuries confirms
and even now (in 2001) evidence is accumulating that gold’s
monetary eminence will be acknowledged once more.”
There’s more; I’ll send you a copy of the book
when published. (Incidentally, two others of my old
books—Airport and Hotel—have been republished,
also with new Author Forewords and are selling well...
all quite exciting in my 82 nd year. (Enough!).
Anyway, I am sending this note in support of the
GATA request that you look into the subject they are
bringing to your attention and hope too that you will apply
to it your remarkable and honest investigative talent.
With salutation and warm regards,
ARTHUR HAILEY
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Nevada Sec. of State
Increases Filing Fees

Effective 8/1/2001, all entities will be required to
file an “initial list” similar to the lists required of
corporations. Fees and due dates will mirror those
for corporations. See SB51 and SB577 .
Certificate of Correction
Certificate of Correction may now be filed for all
entities pursuant to the provisions of SB51 and
SB577. Previously, certificates of correction could
only be filed for corporate documents.
Replacement Pages
Replacement pages may now be accepted, prior to the
actual filing, for all entity types.
·
Changes in fees
Certificate of Termination of Amendment
·
Changes in certain filing dates
1. A Certificate of Termination may be filed terminating
Please be advised that the attached is merely a
the
effectiveness
of a certificate. Must be filed pursuant to
summary and does not purport to specifically set
the
provisions
of
sections 15, 28 or 29 of SB51.
forth all new statutory requirements. Please consult
SB 51 and SB 577 for specific requirements.
NEW SERVICES PROVIDED
There may be other statutory changes made by
the 2001 Nevada Legislature that are not included in
2-Hour Expedited Service
SB 51, SB 577 or this summary, but may affect your
The Secretary of State will be offering 2-hour
entity. Please refer to the Nevada State Legislature
expedited
service. Documents will be processed and
bills web page for additional information.
an acknowledgement faxed or e-mailed within 2 hours
of receipt. Expedite time begins when the filing is
NEW DOCUMENTS TO BE FILED
received in “fileable” condition.
See new fee
[RK: The new documents referred to in this schedules for more information. [RK: This service
s e c t i o n r e l a t e t o t h e s p e c i a l p r o v i s i o n s o f S B 5 1 will cost $500 in State fees alone.] Request forms
discussed at length in previous articles. Any foreign will be made available by the Secretary of State.

By Ron Kirzinger, 7/18/01
NEW CORPORATIONS TO COST $190 MORE
In previous installments we focused on the tremendous
impact of SB51—which, among other things, will make it
possible for foreign entities to essentially “clone”
themselves here in Nevada. For the most part, the
provisions of SB51 do not come into effect until October 1.
In this article we will focus primarily on Senate Bill 577,
which has been passed into law and will become effective
August 1, 2001.
PLEASE NOTE THAT THE SECRETARY OF STATE
IS INCREASING ITS BASIC CORPORATION FILING FEE
AND ITS EXPEDITE FEE BY $50 EACH, EFFECTIVE
AUGUST 1, 2001. In addition, the fee for filing the initial
list of officers has been increased by $80 to $165. All
Budget incorporation prices will be increased on August
1 to reflect these changes. Due to these increases in
State fees the average expedited corporation will cost
$190 more to form after August 1, 2001. By the time
you have a chance to read this, you will have only a very
brief opportunity to act prior to the deadline. Act
immediately if you are interested in establishing a
corporation at the old rates: Call Budget Corporate
Renewals at (702) 870-5351 before Friday, July 27.
ANNUAL LISTS REQUIRE BUSINESS LICENSE
In addition, effective August 1, 2001, all annual
lists must be accompanied by a statement under penalty
of perjury that the entity is in compliance with NRS
364A, which requires every business to have a business
license. For your convenience, forms for the State
business license application are located on the Budget
Corporate Renewals web-site. We will also be pleased
to provide these forms by e-mail if you address your
request to BCR@BudgetCorporateRenewals.com.
A very simple, one-page business license form may
be used by any Nevada entity that does not have any
employees in Nevada and does not effect any sales in
this state. This form requires a one-time payment of $25
to the Nevada Department of Taxation. In cases where
the business does have employees in Nevada or effects
sales in this state, the much more complex and invasive
Nevada Business Registration Form is required, along
with quarterly payments related to the number of
employees (at $25 per employee).
The information provided on the Nevada Business
Registration Form (which must also be accompanied by
a Child Support Supplement) is guaranteed to be
“confidential and private” and will not be disclosed to
any casual outside inquirer. On the other hand, an
exception to this confidentiality is made with regard to
the Internal Revenue Service, which we must assume
would have complete access to the information provided.
(So much for corporate privacy at the taxation level.)
Thus, in any case that fits (no employees or sales in Nevada)
we highly recommend the use of the simple form.
[QUOTING, selected excerpts:]
SUMMARY OF CHANGES EFFECTIVE 8/1/01
The following information is taken from the
Secretary of State’s web-site and may be downloaded
in Adobe Acrobat (PDF) format there.
Included in this summary are:
·
New documents to be filed
·
New services provided
·
Changes in existing filings

(non-Nevada, even non-U.S.) entity can convert itself into
a Nevada entity by filing these documents, which will be
available through the Nevada Secretary of State.]
Articles of Conversion (Sections 108-114 of SB 51; will
be a new section in NRS 92A)
1. Allows for the conversion of a domestic general
partnership or a domestic entity into another domestic or
foreign entity under certain conditions;
2. Allows for the conversion of a foreign entity or a
foreign general partnership into a domestic entity under
certain conditions.
3. If the resulting entity is a domestic entity, the
constituent entity must file the following with the Secretary
of State:
a) Articles of Conversion (See section 114 of SB51);
b) A constituent document (See section 114 of SB51);
c) A Certificate of Acceptance of Resident Agent (See
section 114 of SB51); and
d) Must pay the requisite fee to the Secretary of State.
4. If the resulting entity is a foreign entity, the
constituent entity must file Articles of Conversion with the
Secretary of State and pay the requisite filing fee.
Articles of Domestication (Section 115 of SB 51; will be
a new section in NRS 92A)
1. Allows any undomesticated (non-U.S.) organization
to be domesticated in this state.
2. Articles of Domestication executed by an authorized
representative of the undomesticated entity must be filed
with the Secretary of State and must contain:
(1) Date when and jurisdiction where the
undomesticated organization was first formed, incorporated…
or otherwise created;
(2) Name of undomesticated organization
immediately before filing of Articles of Domestication;
(3) Name and type of domestic entity;
(4) Jurisdiction that constituted the principal
place of business or central administration of the
undomesticated organization immediately before filing
of Article of Domestication.
3. Must file appropriate constituent document for the
type of domestic entity.
4. Must file a Certificate of Acceptance of Resident
Agent.
5. Must pay the requisite fee to the Secretary of State.
Initial List of “Officers” now required for all entities
[RK: That’s right, now LLCs and even limited
partnerships and partnerships, which have no officers,
will be required to file initial lists—and at the increased
fee of $165 versus $85. This appears to be a revenue
grab by the State of Nevada, though we will be thankful
if the level of service improves as a result.]

CHANGES IN EXISTING FILING REQUIREMENTS
Amendments, Designations, Restated Articles no
longer need President or Vice president and Secretary
or Assistant Secretary Signature
Restated Articles must now be signed by an
officer of the corporation pursuant to Sections 11, 12
or 30 of SB51. Certificates of Designation no longer
need to be acknowledged.
LP, L.P. Valid Limited Partnership Endings
LP and L.P. are now valid endings for limited
partnership. It is no longer a requirement that Limited
Partnership be spelled out.
Annual List to Contain New Declaration
Each annual or initial list must contain a declaration
under penalty of perjury that the corporation has
complied with the provisions of 364A of NRS. This
declaration will be printed on the forms provided by the
Secretary of State. [RK: This appears to be the result of
some collusion between the IRS and the State of Nevada,
since the IRS appears to have been granted access to the
information on all business license filings.]
CHANGES IN FEES
There are considerable changes to the fee schedules
pursuant to SB577. PLEASE SEE THE ATTACHED
SCHEDULES FOR THESE CHANGES. Unless otherwise
noted, all fee changes are effective 8/1/2001.
CHANGES IN FILING DATES, TIME PERIODS
Date on Which Entities Will Go Revoked
Prior to 8/1/2001, entities in default would go into
revocation on “the first day of the 9th month
following the date in which the filing was required”.
After 8/1/2001, date of revocation will be the day
following the anniversary of the due date (one year
and one day, i.e., due June 30, 2001, would go
revoked on July 1, 2002). [RK: I erroneously
reported this in previous articles as “2 years” when
in fact the point in time of revocation is “the first
day of the second year”—1 year plus one day.]
Date Original Articles Filed No Longer Necessary On
Amendments
Time Period for Foreign Corporation to File
Amendments or Merger
The time period for foreign corporations to file
amendment or merger documents increases to 90 days
from 30 days.
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OTHER PROVISIONS
Penalties For Filing Fraudulent Documents in the
Office of the Secretary of State
SB 356 sets forth the penalties for filing a false or forged
instrument in the office of the Secretary of State. [RK: This
should prevent the filing of a false “change of resident agent”
form, for example, as was done by Betty Tuten in her attempts
to usurp control of a couple of key corporations.]
STATUTORY REFERENCES
For copies of the enrolled bills please visit the Legislative
web-site at http://leg.state.nv.us or contact the Legislative Counsel
Bureau Bill Publications Office at 775-684-6835.
INITIAL FILING FEE FOR DOMESTIC ARTICLES OF
INCORPORATION AND FOREIGN QUALIFICATION:
(Fee based on the value (par) of the total number of
authorized shares stated in the Articles of Incorporation)
$75,000 or less, $175.00
$75,001 and not over $200,000, $225.00
$200,001 and not over $500,000, $325.00
$500,001 and not over $1,000,000, $425.00
OVER $1,000,000:
For the first $1,000,000, $425.00
For each additional $500,000 or fraction thereof, $225.00
Maximum fee, $25,000.00
For the purpose of computing the filing fee, the value (capital)
represented by the total number of shares authorized in the
Articles of Incorporation is determined by computing the:
A. total authorized shares multiplied by their par value; or
B. total authorized shares without par value multiplied by
$1.00; or
C. the sum of (a) and (b) above if both par and no-par shares.
Filing fees are calculated on a minimum par value of onetenth of a cent (.001), regardless if the stated par value is less.
Initial Filing Fee for Non Profit Articles of Incorporation
Without Stock: $25.00
Initial Filing Fee for Articles of Organization for Limited
Liability Companies: $175.00
Initial Filing Fee for Certificate of Limited Partnership: $175.00
Initial Filing Fee for Certificate of Registration for Limited
Liability Partnerships: $175.00
Initial Filing Fee for Certificate of Business Trust: $175.00
Initial Filing Fee for Articles of Professional Association: $175.00
MISCELLANEOUS FOR-PROFIT FEES:
Certificate of Amendment, minimum fee $150.00
Certificate pursuant to NRS 78.209, minimum fee $150.00
Certificate pursuant to NRS 78.1955, $150.00
Restated Articles, minimum fee $150.00
Certificate of Correction, minimum fee $150.00
Mergers/Articles of Exchange, $325.00
Notice of Cancellation, $60.00
Certificate/Articles of Dissolution, $60.00
Notice of Withdrawal, $60.00
Annual List of Officers, Directors and Resident Agent for
Corporations (For Profit), $85.00
Annual List of Managers or Members for Limited Liability
Companies, $85.00
Annual List of General Partners for Limited Partnerships, $85.00
Annual List of Managing Partners for Limited Liability
Partnerships, $85.00
Annual List of Trustees for Business Trusts, $85.00
Annual List of Officers for Professional Associations, $85.00
Initial List of Officers, Directors and Resident Agent for
Corporations (For Profit), $165.00
Initial List of Managers or Members for Limited Liability
Companies, $165.00
Initial List of General Partners for Limited Partnerships, $165.00
Initial List of Managing Partners for Limited Liability
Partnerships, $165.00
Initial List of Trustees for Business Trusts, $165.00
Initial List of Officers for Professional Associations, $165.00
Late Fee on List, $50.00
Change of Resident Agent/Address/Records Office, $30.00
Resignation of Resident Agent, $40.00

Reinstatement, $200.00
Name Reservation, $20.00
Certification of Documents - per certification, $20.00
Preclearance of any Document, $100.00
Miscellaneous Filings, $40.00
Certificate of Cancellation—Business Trusts, $175.00

TIME CONSTRAINTS:

Each filing submitted for 2-hour expedite receives same
day filing date and will be acknowledged by fax or e-mail
within 2 hours. Filings may be picked up within 2 hours.
Filings to be mailed will be mailed out no later than the
next business day following receipt.
Expedite period begins when filing or service request is
MISCELLANEOUS NON-PROFIT FEES:
received in this office in fileable form.
The Secretary of State reserves the right to extend the
Non profit—Certificate of Amendment/Correction, $25.00
expedite period in times of extreme volume, staff shortages,
Non profit—List of Officers and Directors, $15.00
or equipment malfunction. These extensions are few and
Non profit—Late Fee on Annual List, $ 5.00
will rarely extend more than a few minutes.
Non profit—Certificate of Dissolution, $25.00
*Failure to indicate method of acknowledgement (fax or
Non profit—Reinstatement, $25.00
All other fees, unless otherwise denoted by statute, are the e-mail) or to provide a correct fax number or e-mail address
may prevent the Secretary of State from acknowledging the
same as those for profit business entities.
NOTICE: Filings not accompanied by adequate fees for filing of such documents.
services requested will be returned unfiled.
COPIES & CERTIFICATION SERVICES:
SPECIAL SERVICES, 24-HOUR
The following is a list of copies and certification services and
AND 2-HOUR EXPEDITE SERVICE:
the associated fees. Fees are per document unless otherwise noted.
Copies, $1.00 per page
24-HOUR EXPEDITE SERVICE:
Certification of Document, $20.00
The Secretary of State offers a 24-hour expedite service
Search, $40.00
on most filings processed by this office. If you choose to
Certificates:
utilize the 24-hour expedite service, please enclose with
Certificate of Existence (evidence of good standing—short
your filing an additional $100.00 per filing and/or order.
Please note that this expedite fee is in addition to the form), $40.00
Certificate of Existence (listing amendments—long form),
standard filing fee charged on each filing and/or order.
$40.00
24-HOUR EXPEDITE FEES:
Certificate Evidencing Name Change, $40.00
The expedite fee for most services provided by the
Certificate of Fact of Merger, $40.00
Secretary of State of State is $100.00 per filing. There are,
Certificate of Default, $40.00
however, several services that have different expedite fees.
Certificate of Revocation, $40.00
The main filings and the associated expedite fees are as
Certificate of Dissolution, $40.00
follows:
Certificate of Withdrawal, $40.00
Articles of Incorporation, $100.00
Certificate of Cancellation, $40.00
Articles of Organization, Limited Liability Companies,
Certificate of Non-Existence, $40.00
$100.00
Miscellaneous Certificates, $40.00
Articles of Organization, Limited Liability Partnerships,
Apostille (Hague Treaty Nations)/Certification (Non-Hague
$100.00
Treaty Nations), $20.00
Certificate of Limited Partnership, $100.00
Exemplification, $40.00.
Foreign Qualifications, $100.00
Amendments and Mergers, $100.00
EXPEDITE SERVICE:
Reinstatement, $100.00
Revivals, $100.00
Preclearance of any document, $100.00
Expedite service is available for copies, certificate and
Apostilles, $50.00
certification services. Fees for expedite service are in addition to
Certificate of Good Standing, $50.00
the fees as listed above.
Annual Lists and Late Lists, $50.00
24-Hour Expedite Service:
Name Reservation, $20.00
Copies (per entity name):
Resident Agent Changes, $20.00
1 to 10 pages, $50.00
Resident Agent Resignation, $20.00
11 or more pages, $100.00
For information regarding the expedite fee for services not
Certificates (per entity name):
listed above, please call this office at (775)684-5708.
1 to 10 certificates, $50.00
11 or more certificates, $100.00
TIME CONSTRAINTS:
Search (per entity name):
Expedite fee on search only; additional expedite fee required
Each filing submitted receives same-day filing date and for copies, $20.00
may be picked up within 24 hours. Filings to be mailed
4-Hour Expedite Service:
will be mailed out no later than the next business day
CERTIFICATES ONLY (per entity name):
following receipt. Expedite period begins when filing or
1 or more certificates, $100.00
service request is received in this office in fileable form.
[END OF QUOTING]
The Secretary of State reserves the right to extend the
A rough calculation indicates that the Secretary of State of
expedite period in times of extreme volume, staff shortages, Nevada will about DOUBLE its revenues as a result of these fee
or equipment malfunction. These extensions are few and changes. As noted above, a typical corporation setup will now cost
will rarely extend more than a few hours.
$190 more in State fees alone, including the filing of the initial list
of officers at the new rate of $165. Setup costs for an expedited
2-HOUR EXPEDITE SERVICE:
corporation will now total $460 in State fees versus $270 previously.
Reinstatements will now cost $200, an increase of 400% over
The Secretary of State offers a 2-hour expedite service the old fee of $50. Late filing fees jump to $50, an increase of 333%.
on most filings processed by this office. If you choose to Clearly, it will be best to maintain corporations in good standing.
On the positive side, existing shelf corporations should
utilize the 2-hour expedite service, please enclose with
your filing an additional $500.00 per filing and/or order. experience a slight boost in their values to reflect the increase in
Please note that this expedite fee is in addition to the replacement costs. Once again, we ask that any of you who have
shelf corporations and wish to turn them into some cash please
standard filing fee charged on each filing and/or order.
IMPORTANT: To ensure 2-hour service, please use 2- contact us so that we might put them on consignment. Such
hour Expedite Request Form provided by the Secretary of corporations should be in good standing, with Employer
Identification Numbers. An active bank account also adds value.
State. Please indicate method of delivery.
For information regarding the 2-hour expedite service, Please contact Budget Corporate Renewals at (702) 870-5351 if
you are interested in exploring the possibilities.
please call this office at (775)684-5708.
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PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST
THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED THE PHOENIX JOURNALS AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO BECOME
AWARE OF LONG-STANDING DECEPTIONS AND OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES AT THIS
TIME. SINGLE JOURNALS ARE NOW ON SALE FOR $3.00 (REG. $6.00). (Shipping extra—see right.)

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL....
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
21. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE
38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. I
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. II
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A PLANET—ZIONISM IS RACISM
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V (OUT OF STOCK)
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK
55. MARCHING TO ZION
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000—DIVINE PLAN VOL.II
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO THE PIT OF FIRE
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUM-BEAT!
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
61. PUPPY-DOG TALES
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
69. TATTERED PAGES
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
71. COALESCENCE
72. CANDLELIGHT

PLEASE NOTE:
CONTACT and Phoenix Source
Distributors are NOT the
same! Checks sent for
JOURNALS or book orders
should NOT be made out to
CONTACT—and
vice versa.

73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL.I
74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE UNFOLDED VOL. II
75. TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES VOL. III
76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV
77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME
78. IRON TRAP AROUND AMERICA
79. MARCHING TO ZOG
80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE
82. RETIREMENT RETREATS
83. POLITICAL PSYCHOS
84. CHANGING PERSPECTIVES
85. SHOCK THERAPY
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT??
87. IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEN!
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION LEGION
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS
90. TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH
92. WALK A CROOKED ROAD WITH THE CROOKS
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND OTHER PLAGUES
94. WINGING IT....
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
97. HEAVE ’EM OUT (Phase Three)
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER LAND?
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN CONSPIRACY
100. BUTTERFLIES, MIND CONTROL—THE RAZOR’S EDGE
101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND CEMENT CHILDREN
102. SACRED WISDOM
103. CONFRONT THE NOW CREATE THE FUTURE
104. FIRST STEPS
105. AMERICA IN PERIL—AN UNDERSTATEMENT!
107. RING AROUND THE ROSIE...!
130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLER (OUT OF STOCK)
“AND OTHER FORMS OF MURDER” (The Health Book)
222. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 1;
223. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 2;
224. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 3;
225. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 4
227. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 1;
228. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 2;
229. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 3;
230. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 4
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CONTACT, Inc.
P.O. Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89126
Phone: (800) 800-5565
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FOR INFORMATION ABOUT JOURNALS,
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NEWSPAPER,PLEASEINQUIRE:
PHOENIX SOURCE DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
P.O. Box 27353
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126
1-800-800-5565
(Mastercard, VISA, Discover)

Phoenix Source
Distributors
SHIPPING
CHARGES:
USA (except Alaska & Hawaii)

UPS-$3.75 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
ALASKA & HAWAII
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
UPS 2nd day-$9.00 1st title, $1 ea add'l
CANADA & MEXICO
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
Airbook-$4.50 1st title, $2.00 ea add'l
FOREIGN
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
Airbook-$8.00 per title estimate
(Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery
on all book orders)

CONTACT Staff
Margie Berndt
Mark Moore
John & Jean Ray
Rex Smith
Princeton Winton

WORDS OF WISDOM
FROM HATONN
CONTACT OR SPECTRUM?

I want to briefly respond to
a most unusual question from
a totally “out of the blue”
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
person: “It appears Spectrum
Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by phone to 1-800-800-5565.
will fail, possibly close, so will
Subscribers: Expiration date appears on upper left side of mailing label.
Quantity Subscriptions: U.S. For Foreign subscriptions call or write for shipping charges. you go back to writing for
SINGLE SUBSCRIPTIONS
QUANTITY SUBSCRIPTIONS CONTACT or what?”
I have never stopped writing
U.S. CAN/MEX FOREIGN Quantity 10COPIES 25COPIES 50COPIES 100 COPIES
Quantity
U . S . w/ENVELOPE
for CONTACT—but I have
$125 $160 $275 NOT written, nor have my
$30
13 ISSUES
$40
$45 13 ISSUES $95
$40
$80
$60
26 ISSUES
$80
$90 26 ISSUES $190 $250 $320 $550
compatriots written for
Editorial Policy
52 ISSUES $110 $150
$150 $170 52 ISSUES $380 $500 $640 $1,100 Spectrum. Tails wag a lot of
dogs, my friends. Therefore,
BACK ISSUE RATES
Opinions of CONTACT contributors (including ads)
“or what” has no meaning.
Miscellaneous copies of individual back issues are $3.00 each copy
are their own and do not necessarily reflect those
Shipping is included in the price for U.S. orders
January 6, 2001
of the CONTACT staff or management.
Foreign please call or write for additional shipping charges

